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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important responsibilities facing the 
1 nursing ~rofession is the preparation of future practition-
ers. The curriculum content in professional schools of 
nursing is continuously being evaluated and improved to pre-
para nurses to fulfill their changing role as members of tha 
health team. The nurse today must be prepared to provide 
comprehensive nursing services in a variety of situations 
Which necessitate planning with interprofessional groups 
for patient care and for the promotion and maintenance of 
health. The growing complexity of the social situation in 
which the patient finds himself involves today's nurse in 
a complex system of interpersonal relationships. 
Since nurses work in situations which require them to 
, 
associate closely with people• personality becomes an 1m-
; 
portant factor and must be evaluated, Tyler emphasizes 
, individual differences in personality and states that: 
- -~--~ .. .,,_.-_, . ~" ____, __ 
As the scientific study of human individuality has 
progressed, it has become increasingly apparent that 
differences in personality are fully as important as 
1 
2 
the differences in mental abil1ty. 1 
In nursing as in other fields, success and satis-
faction often depend upon personal characteristics and 
how well t11e person gets along with his colleagues as much 
as it depends upon his aptitude and skills. 
Lucile Leone2belleves that: 
The foundations of nursing are as wide as the vast 
interrelationships of individuals, community and en-
vironment iT! th the emotional, social and eoonomj o 
forces at play in these relationships. 
Viewing nursing in this perspective indicates the 
necessity to consider total health needs of people through 
comprehensive care, which includes cognizance of physical, 
emotional and sociological needs of the individual patient. 
Z·:iany nursing schools are gearing the education of students 
toward a patient-centered rather than a functional approach 
to patient care. 
There are many types of programs in nursing designed 
to serve the high school graduates who desire to enter 
nursing. These offer a variety and a range of opportunities 
adapted to the diversity of interests and needs among 
2sand, Ole and Belcher, Helen c., .~ Experience in Basfc 
Nurs1as Education, New York: G.P.fUtnam and Sons,9581 
rore1rord P• xi. 
~- •- ,,.,..._ __ • ''K' 0 
. ·- -- ..... ~~~.- ··-· " 
. ----- ··~---- -~-· ---------. 
--------------- -----
3 
potential students. A student may enter a particular 
school for many different reasons. This study concerns 
itself with the probability that students with oerta1n 
personality and behavior aharaoteristios tend to be in 
certain types of programs. 
STAT~mNT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem in this study is to identify some of 
the differences of the role concept of the nurse held by 
both diploma and baccalaureate senior students. The role 
is considered in terms of certain personality character-
istics and relationships with selected personnel in the 
school and the hospital situation. 
JUSTIFICATION OF PROBLEM 
The understand1ng of human personality is a necessary 
part of the education for professional nurses, because the 
personal relationships between nurses and patients and 
other personnel with whom they work are of major concern 
in the provision of nursing care. Psychological studies 
indicate that the differenoes in personality are fully as 
important as the differences in mental ability. Therefore, 
if nursing education is to help the student in all areas 
of development more knowledge must be gained in understanding 
4 
human individuality. 
Studies of the rol·~ of the nurse have value in g1 ving 
direction to the nursing profession. They help to discern 
problems that need to be studied in more depth. The know-
ledge gained from this study may contribute to a better 
understanding or students and aid in personal counseling 
of students. It may provide information which may be 
helpful in the selection of students for different types 
of nursing programs and for further study in the areas of 
personality and human relationships. 
SOOPI~ AND LDUTATION 
Three groups of senior nursing students, totaling 
108, participated in this study. One group of forty eight 
students was from a diploma program and the other two 
groups, totaling sixty students, were from baccalaureate 
programs. Because the hospital school of nursing and the 
collegiate schools o! nursing which participated in this 
study may not have been a representative sample of all of 
the schools in this area or in the country, and because 
the number of students was very small, the findings cannot 
be generalized to other situations. 'Phis study oan only 
point out the differences that existed bet1reen the groups 
of students. The reasons why these students dLffered and 
5 
What effect nursing education had in producing any change 
in their role concept would require a different and more 
extensive study. 
The relational specification in the role analysis 
was a limiting factor since it took into account only a 
certain number of the possible counter positions that could 
have been studied. For each positional sector included, 
only a relatively small number of expectations were studied. 
The situational specification was limited to the groups 
which were studied. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Ideal Nurse - an image of the perfect nurse composed of 
charaoterist1os relating to the behavior, beliefs, 
attitudes and values of nursing in patient care and 
interpersonal relations. 
Need - refers to an organic potentiality or readiness to 
respond 1n a certain way under given conditions, a 
latent attribute of an organism, and also refers to 
a more or less consistent trait of personality.3 
Role - a set of expectations or evaluative standards 
applied to an incumbent of a particular position. 
3}fi~ray, Henry A., E;plorations in Personality, New Yor~: 
Oxf~rd University Press, 19~8, p. g1. 
6 
Position - the location of an actor or class of actors 
in a system of social relationships. 
Expectation - an evaluative standard applied to an in-
cumbent of a position. 
Rights - expectations Which are held for incumbents of 
the counter position. 
Obligations - expectations which are held for the in-
cumbents of the focal posit1on.4 
PREVIEW OF METHODOLOGY 
The data for this study were collected by means of 
two of the many instruments Which had been developed and 
reported by Kibriok. 5 The Role Attributes Instrument was 
constructed to obtain information about certain personality 
oharaoterist1os of the ideal nursing student. The Relation-
ship Instrument was directed to obtain information about 
the student's behavior in relation to rights and obligations 
· ·the student felt she had toward selected personnel and what , 
rights and obligations she felt they had toward her. 
4Gross, Nea~, Mason, Wa~d s. and J.ioEaohern, Alexander ~i., 
Exalgrati~ns in ~~ie Anal,sis, New York: John Wiley 
an ~ons no., I , P• 6 • 
5Kibr1ck, Anne, .. Drop-outs from School of Nursing: The 
Effect of Self and Role Peroeptiontt (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation), Harvard University, 1958, p. 187. 
7 
The conclusions and recommendations from this study 
have been formulated from statistical analysis of the 
information obtained from both instruments to show dif-
ferences in role perception of the diploma and baccalaureate 
students. 
SEQUENCE OF PRESENTATION 
Ohapter II presents a review of the literature, 
bases of the hypothesis and the statement of the hypothesis. 
Chapter III contains the selection and description 
of the sample, the tools used to collect the data and the 
procurement of the data. 
Chapter IV contains the presentation and discussion 
of the data. 
Chapter V presents the summary, conclusions and 
recommendations of the study. 
OtLI!.PTER II 
REVIEW' OF LITERATURE 
The concept of role has assumed a key position in 
the fields of sociology, psychology and cultural anthro-
pology. It is used as a central term in conceptual schemes 
for the analysis of the structure and functioning of social 
systems and for the explanation of individual behavior. 
~~ny definitions of the term role have been presented in 
the social science literature representing different dis-
ciplines and different points of view within a ~iscipline •. 
' 
Some of these will be considered to pro·vide a basis and 
baor~round for the concept of role consensus which has 
only recently begun to be recognized as an important variable 
for the study of individual social behavior, the funotlon.-
1 ing of social systems and cultural organizations. 
Some of the definitions to be examined seam to fall 
into three categories. Linton's2defin1t1on falls in the 
first category which includes normative culture patterns. 
1 Gross, op. oit., PP• 11-18. 
8 
., 
9 
He defines role as: 
The sum total of culture patterns associated with a 
particular status and consists of attitudes, values 
and behavior ascribed by the society to any and all 
persons occupying this status • 
In this treatment role is viewed as the dynamic 
aspect of status and has reference not to actual behavior 
of an occupant of a position but to his behavioral standards. 
Newoomb 1 s3definition falls in the same category when he 
states that uthe ways of behaving which are expected of 
any individual who occupies a certain position constitute 
the role associated with that position", accordingly, role 
refers to social organization of behavior. 
In the second category of definitions, role is treated 
as an 1ndividual•s definition of his situation with refer-
ence to his and others' social position. Sargent4states: 
A person•s role is a pattern or type of social behavior 
which seems situationally appropriate to him in terms 
of the demands and expectations of those in his group. 
He points out that in this sense, roles have ingred-
ients of cultural, of personal and situational determination. 
3Newoomb, Theodore, Sacial Psycholosz, New York: The Dryden 
Press, 1951, p. 2 • 
4sa.rgent, stansteld, "Concepts or Role and "Sgo 1n Oon- \,./-" 
temporary Psychology", §ocaal Psyoholo~Y at the Oross-
rgads, New York: Harper an Brothers, 95l 1 P• 36o. 
10 
Parsons• 5major formulation is an example of this category. 
He defines a role as: 
A sector ot the total orientation system of an in-
dividual actor which is organized about expectations 
in relation to a particular interaction context, that 
is integrated with a particular set of vallle-standards 
which govern interaction With one or more alters in 
the appropriate complementary roles. 
He views the social structure as a system of pattern-
. ed relationships of actors playing roles relative to one 
another. In an interaction situation each actor has an 
orientation to the other and is himself an object of 
orientation. He believes action is behavi.or which is 
oriented to attainment of ends or goals and takes place 
in a situation that is normatively regulated. 
In the third category are placed definitions that 
deal with role as the behavior of actors occupying social 
positions. It does not refer to normative patterns for 
What aotors should do, nor to an actor's orientation to 
his situation, but to what actors actually do as position 
occupants. Cottrell6def1nes role as: 
5Parsons, Talcott, The Social System, Glencoe: The Free 
Press, 1951, PP• 38-39. 
6 Cottrell, Leonard, Jr., "The Adjustment of the Individual 
to His M~e and Sex 'Roles", American Socio,loeica:J: 
Bevit!, VII,617-620, October, 1942. 
ll 
An internally consistent series of conditioned res-
ponses by one member of a social situation which re-
preaentr. the stimulus pattern for a similarly inter-
nally consistent series of conditioned responses of 
the others in that situation. 
Dealing with human behavior in terms of roles, 
according to Cottrell, requires that an~.r given item of 
behavior must always be placed in some specified self-
other context. Davis' 7definition falls in this category 
When he states that a role is "how an individual actually 
perforn1s in a given position, as distinct from how he is 
supposed. to perform". 
Davis8states that the essence of any social situation 
lies in the mutual expectations of the participants and 
that these expectations rest to a great extent on the norms 
applicable in the situation. He points out that each 
person has some conception ot What he himself expects of 
the others, and believes he has some idea of vThat they 
expect of him. He further states that the identity of each 
person is essential in the interacting situation, because 
not everybody is supposed to expect the same thing. The 
person's identity refers to hie position or status within 
0 1 
8 
Davis, Kingsley, Human Society, New York: The Macmillan 
Oo., 1949, P• 95. 
Ibid., PP• 86-89. 
12 
the social structure, applicable to the given situation, 
and establishes his rights and obligations with reference 
to others holding positions within that structure. Davis 
believes the normative system lays down the formal rights 
and obligations in connection with a position and all norms 
are relative to the particular situation. Which norm ap-
, plies in a given case depends upon the relation of the 
interacting persons in particular positions. He goes on 
to say that social positions are matters of reciprocal 
expectation and must be publicly and commonly conceived by 
everyone in the group. Bach individual occupies many dif-
i ferent statuses or positions and all the positions occupied 
by a single individual constitute, when taken together, an 
important element in his personality. 
Cottrell9was one of the first to recognize the 
theoretical utility of treating role consensus as a vari-
able. In his paper concerned with an individual's adjust-
ment to age and sex roles he presented a series of hypo-
theses concerning the degree of adjustment to these roles. 
Some of them were concerned with the role adjustment as a 
function of such variables "as the clarity with which such 
, roles are defined" and "the inconsistency With which others 
9 Cottrell, op. cit., pp. 617-620. 
I 
.c c.c-c-c~'f'' c·~-"'"- ~ -····- ...... . 
13 
in the individual's life situation exhibit to him the res-
ponses called for by the role". 
Although the authors' formulations presented here 
have some fundamental differences most of them are con-
cerned With the same phenomena. There are three basic 
ideas which appear showing that individuals: (l) are in 
social locations, (2) behave, and (3) do so with reference 
to expectations. Expectations are presumed by most role 
theorists to be essential in any formula for predicting 
social behavior. Human conduct is a part of function and 
ex'r)ectations. 
Some expectations apply to certain individuals and 
not to others, depending upon their identity. wnether a 
person is identified as male or female, policeman or 
teacher, doctor or nurse, a member of one social system 
or another, makes a difference in the expectations others 
hold for him or that he holds for himself. Expectations 
are assigned to individuals on the basis of their loca-
tion or positions in the social systems. 
Grosi0et al believe that theoretical formulations 
concerned with role analysis must include the three ele-
ments of social location, behavior and expectations and 
10 Gross et al, op. cit., p. 28. 
14 
must allol·¥ rather than preclude analyses of role consensus. 
They believe that the idea of consensus on evaluative 
standards for the incumbent of a position is clearly sub• 
3eot to empirical examination. Whether or not there is 
consensus on the behavior expeqted of position incumbents, 
or how much consensus there is, are empirical questions, 
since consensus describes an empirical condition of agree-
ment among a number of people. Members of a social system 
must agree among themselves to some extant on values and 
expect::1.tions for the functioning of the system. 
The role of the nursing student has a number of char-
acteristics which make it suitable for role analysis. 
Some of these are: a code of ethics, tradition, field of 
special knowledge and skill. There is an extensive body 
of literature describing the behavior expected of nurses 
and the kinds of relationships Which should exist between 
them and the patients, their superordinates, their sub-
ordinates and other professions in the hospital and other 
health agencies. 'rhese conditions provide for a formal 
and accepted set or expectations for the study of role 
attributes and role behavior of the nursing student. 
The position of the senior nursing student v-ras viewed 
, 
in terms of segments. Two segments were studied with a 
set of expectations for each segment. The categories of 
15 
expectations were in relation to role attributes and the 
rights and obligations in relation to specified positional 
sectors, which included faoul~y and supervisors, patients, 
, doctors, other students and aides. The term position re-
ferred to the location of the eenior nursing student 1n 
the social system of relationships. 
Gros~l concept for role analysis and tha position-
centric model provided a framework for focusing on one 
focal position and examining its relationship to a series 
of counter positions, as illustrated in Figure 1. 
The role beh~vior was the actual performance of the 
incumbents and a role attribute was an actual quality of 
an incumbent, both were referred to as expectations for 
an incumbent of a specified position. The nursing students 
from the diploma and baccalaureate programs defined role 
concept in terms of role attributes and role behavior. 
It was the laclc of agreement on expectations between these 
groups of students that was analyzed. 
An 1noreasing awareness on the part of nurses and 
nursing students exists concerning the importance of 
relationships w1 thin the health team, and betvreen team 
1! ' Gross et al, ibid., p. 62. 
l-! 
.. 
Figure 1 
Counter Position (Faculty & Supervisors) 
Counter Position 
(Patients) 
Counter Position (Students) 
Counter Position (Doctors) 
Counter Position (Aides) 
Focal Position (Senior Nursing Students) .~ 
16 
17 
~embers and the patient. Saunder~2points out that social 
relationships between the praotitioner and his client 
are an "integral and necessary part of practice". He 
states, "It we are unable to establish a relationship 
which gives satisfaction to the patient we cannot give 
good oaren. 
Abdellat3reoommends a supportive and counseling role 
tor nurses. She states that the average nurse perceives 
nursing in a very narrow way including only the technical 
competencies and the overt aspects of nursing. She further 
states that if we believe nursing means helping patients 
and families solve health problems, a much broader pre-
paration is needed - one that entails more than technical 
competencies. Specific preparation in human relation 
skills are essential to prepare the nurse for supportive 
and counseling roles. 
According to Bro~~ the nurse's activities in a 
rapidly changing world will require the nurse to be alert 
13 Abdallah, Faye G., "How Vfe Look at Ourselves", ~lursins 
Outlook, 7:5:274-275, May, 1959. 
14. 
:arown, ti!sther Lucille, Nurs1H For The Future, New York: 
Russell Sage Foundation, 48, p. 74. 
•: 
18 
and self-directing. The professional nurse must be able 
to evaluate behavior and situations and to function intel-
ligently in response to variations in the patient's behavior. 
She must recognize physical symptoms and the psychological 
manifestations of illness such as anxieties, conflicts and 
frustrations which have a direct influence on organic 
changes. 
15 Hassenplug in discussing the expert practitioner tn 
relation to collegiate education states that the student 
is free to spend her time studying and diagnosing each 
patient's nursing problem and adjusting her nursing care 
activities to solve the problem as it oh~ges. 
In her free-association interviews, AbdellaS6 shovred 
that nurses do not perceive the true nursing problems 
presented by patients. Because of some anxieties or 
previous experience nurses perceive problems which they 
think the patient should have. Very often nurses make 
patients dependent 1n an effort to meet their own needs, 
and tend to make false assumptions about what the patient 
!s Hassenplug, Lulu Wolf, "Nursing Education in Universities", 
Nursing Outlook, 8:2:92·95, February, 1960. 
16 Abdallah, Faye G. et al., Patient-Centered Approaches to 
Nursin5, New York: The Maomiiian do., 1960, PP• 14-15. 
-' 
19 
kno-;;rs and t.m.dcrstands. A climate is created 111 vrhich 
patients may dovelop nursing problems. A nurse 1-rho en-
counters a difficult interpersonal relationship lTi th 
another nurse or doctor may react in a hostile and negative 
manner to the patient thus affecting the patient who then 
reacts in like manner. 
La:r:bertse~7 proposes that the patient is influenced 
in his response to the nurse and his pGrception of her 
OO:J!:petence by the nature of the relationship he fe0ls 
exists between the nurse and the physician. 
A study of the patient by Abdella~8has sho1-m that 
the nurse's activities <J,Ihich ::;.re most i:::1portant to him 
involve human relation skills. In this study the patients 
indicated that they want more professional nursing care 
identified by ;rhat the nurse does for and 1rt th him, not 
by the uniforo. she wears. He wants to be treated lilt:e an 
individual, have an explanation of his care, and be con-
sidered as a partner in planning his care. ·:rhen he ex-
presses his insecurity, he wants nurses to understand that 
he needs help in progressing toward emotional maturity. 
17 1 Lambertson, 3leanor, Education For Nursing Leadership, 
Philadelphia: J.B.Lipplncott d., !g5S, p. 1o3. 
, 
18 Abdallah, "How We Look At Oursel vas n, op. cit., 
PP• 274-275. 
~-~-~~ ~--~------·---·----~-··· -·--
--· ------------·-·---···-·--· --- -
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From the preceding references it can be readily seen 
that the nu.rsing students during their education need 
learning experiences that would provide them with opportunity 
to interact with patients and members of the health team. 
They need to study behavioral sciences in an attempt to 
gain understanding of their own needs and the effect of 
these needs on their relationships with others. They must 
also understand the patients' needs as manifested in their 
behavior and the forces that create tensions and anxieties 
that interfere with the nurses• ability to provide good 
nursing care. Understanding the patients' behavior is a 
crucial function of the nurse in planning for and helping 
the patients to coordinate their care and to avoid emotional 
regression. 
Bulloci91nterviewed 115 nurses in relation to satis-
faction derived from nursing and the annoyances experienced 
in the job relationships. Satisfactions seemed to be in 
the area of patient care. Annoyances were only occasional 
'Vith patients but frequently involved some aspect of re-
lationship with fellow workers. Some nursing students 
stated ttof course we are students, but we would like to be 
l9Bullock, Robert P., »position, Function, and Job Satis-
faction of Nurses in the Social System of a Modern 
Hospital", Nursing Research, 2:1:4-14, June, 1953. 
21 
treated as if we were human beings". They showed resentment 
and felt too much was expected of them. Graduates com-
plained about the "casual and impersonal attitude of some of 
today's students". Resentment was occasionally expressed 
regarding callousness of some nurses "especially the better 
educated head nurses". Uncertainty about freedom to go to 
superiors with requests and complaints was annoying to many 
nurses. Thera appeared to be few if any annoyances with 
other hospital personnel groups. Occasionally resentment 
was shown toward individual doctors, but in general there 
was strong loyalty to the medical profession. 
20 ~urling believes "the tradition that the nurse is 
a help mate to the doctor in a deferential quasi-servant 
capacity is still in the background of the doctor-nurse 
relationship although the situation is changing". 
Ingmiri1showed that students had common attitudes 
which were generally positive, but all students expressed 
negative attitudes in one or more areas particularly in 
2o Burling, Temple, Lentz, Edith M. and ;nlson, Robert N., 
The Give and Take in Hospitals, New York: 
d.P.Putnam 1s Sons, 195~, P• S7. 
21Ingmire, Alice E., ••Atti tudes of Student Nurses at 
the University of Oalifornia", Nursing Research, 
1:2:36-39, october, 1952. 
22 
head nurse relationships and feelings of inferiority. 
Some differences show that first year students enjoyed 
nursing and thought of nursing as an ideal service to man-
kind. The second year students were found to have feelings 
of inferiority to their peers, graduates and physicians. 
They were more critical of evaluations of their work, of 
instructors and of other personnel. The third year students 
had even less security of their status as members of the 
health team, saying that their work was directed by doctors, 
and that they had little responsibility for assisting in 
the planning of patient care. This study shows that the 
attitudes of students undergo change during the course of 
their educational experience. Whether these changes are 
due to unmet needs of students in their learning experiences 
or whether the general nursing situation with its discrep-
ancies between nursing service and nursing education is 
responsible for these changes is a question open to research• 
Bullocf2ind1cates that there may be discrepancies 
between what the nurses feel their functions should be and 
what they really do. ~~peotations regarding the behavior 
patterns and personality characteristics of the nurse con• 
stitute an ideal image Which may or may not be shared by 
22 Bullock, op. oit., pp. 4-14. 
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nurses generally, but which is taught to nursing students 
in the course of their education. These expectations may 
or may not be consistent with how nurses really behave. 
F1llmori3believes that scientific knowledge of human 
beings can be used to increase human well being in our 
Whole society. Nurses. he believes, are carriers of the 
culture and must think in terms of.attitude and anxiety, 
socio-economic background, role expectancy, unconscious 
motivation and psychological defenses. He raises many 
questions for investigation and recommends more detailed 
information about the nurses as individuals, their person-
ality traits, their attitudes toward authority figures 
and toward patients in an effort to improve the selection 
and the education of nurses. 
24 Spaney used two different approaches in the measure-
ment of personality of nursing students, the trait and the 
type approaches. The purpose was to study the effective-
i ness of some direct questionnaire personality testa in 
~ 
24 
Fillmore, H. Stanford, ••The Behavioral Sciences and 
Research in Nursing", Nursing Research, 6:2:53, 
October, 1957. 
Spaney, Emma, ttPersonality Tests and the Selection of 
Nurses". Nursing Research, 1:3:4-24, February, 1953. 
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predicting personality ratines of pre-clinical students by 
their instructors and in predicting the survival to the end 
of the various crucial periods in the nursing course. , The 
results were negative, but one of the many conclusions that 
were drawn from the analysis of the ratings of the nursing 
arts and science instructors showed that the best prediction 
of survival to the end or the preclinical period and to the 
end of the first year were ratings on "Relationship with 
Oo-lforkers and Supervisorstt, "14anual Dexter1 tyn and 
"l~motional r4.a.turi ty". 
Kibr1ck5found through the investigation of self and 
role perception of nursing students that certain basic 
characteristics as expressed by needs were ~ore compatible 
-vri th students remaining in the school of nursing. Students 
who remained in the program had needs which were not present 
in the' group that Withdrew and conversely needs present in 
the group that withdrew were not present in the group that 
remained. Those students who Withdrew tended to be re-
jective and hostile toward pears, the patients, superordin-
ate& and phys1o1ruts but overly friendly with aides. They 
resented authority, were lesa willing to submit to the 
25 
Kibrick, op. oit., P• 148. 
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routines and practices of the school and had a desire for 
independence which showed itself through aggressive be-
havior. Students who remained were nurturant and placed the 
welfare of others above their own personal interest. They 
had a sense .of obligation to classmates and patients. They 
were attaining their goals by abiding by the rules and re-
gulations of the hospital and performed in a manner expected 
of them. 
In a comparative analysis of the personality structure 
of psychiatric and non-psychiatric nurses, Navran and 
26 Stauffacher found that there were differences in personality 
makeup between these two groups. The results strongly 
suggest that general medical-surgical nurses are relatively 
more worlt oriented than patient oriented. .B"rom data of a 
previous paper. the authors• hypothesis that there were 
differences in personality makeup between nurses and women 
in general was supported. On eight of Hurray's variables 
or needs, the nurses scored higher in Order, Deference, 
Endurance and lower in Affiliation, Autonomy, Succorance, 
Exhibition and Dominance. 
26 1\ravran, Leslie and Stauffacher, James, "Comparative 
.ft~alys1s of the Personality structure of Psychiatric 
and Non-Psychiatric nurses", Nursing Research, 
7:2:64-66, June, 1958. 
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The present study "till investigate some of :'!urray' s 
variables or needs ithioh have been used in two of the 
preceding references to see if there are differences between 
groups of students from different types of schools. 
The revie"tr of the National League for Hurs1n~7 state-
ment on nursing education indicates that there are numerous 
educational programs available to prospective students in 
nursing. The purpose of the diploma and baccalaureate 
degree progra:os and the expectations of the graduates from 
these prograns l'iill be briefly reviewed. Graduates of both 
nohools are eligible for state examination and licensure as 
registered nurses.. The hospital nursing prograr:1 leading to 
a diploma is usually three years in length. It is conducted 
as a single purpose school to prepare nursinr; practitioners 
for nursing care of patients primarily in the ho£pital for 
general duty positions. The r,raduates are prepared to plan 
with other members of the health team and may be responsible 
!or the direction of others. 
The baccalaureate program is conducted by an educa-
tional unit in nursing that is an integral part of a senior 
college or university. It is usually a four year program 
37 
· "Opportun1 ties for :r:;duoation in !Tursing", :rursing Outlook, 
8:2-5, September, 1960. 
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, and includes a balance of general and professional educa-
tion. ~he courses in nursing are given largely in the 
upper two years. Graduates are prepared to giva skillful 
nursing care to people 1n various hospital and community 
settines and to participate with menbers of o~her profes-
sional and citizen gronps in solving health problems. 
There seems to be no question in the nursing litera-
ture that the pri1:1ary responsibil1 ty of the n1.:trse is to 
provide comprehensive nursing cere to people. There is 
tho question, however, of 1-rhat functions the nurse is re-
quired to perforn in her practice. These tuo aspects oay 
be incongruent and cause conflict for the nurse in such 
a oituation. 
11eissm~8vietts the drive for professionali zation 
anc1 the present \fay professional nurses are being utilized 
as indications of pressure for change in the definition of 
the nurse's role. He believes that conflict and incon-
sistency between the nurse's conception and her performance 
of her role, as well as in the conception of others with 
whom she lvorks, has accompanied this change. 
In discussing the self-image of the nurse HcKinney 
.. 
. , 
28 
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and Ingles believe that orientation to the new role is as 
much a part of nursing education as the teaching tech-
n1q_ues. The student forms an identification \il th nursing 
lTh1ch must b9 internalized before she can feel confortable 
in the role. She must develop a realistic self-image and 
come to think of herself as a nurHe. A part of tho stu-
dent's cn.pn.oi ty to not the role mu~t be bn.serl on h(:1r con-
fidence that she is performing as a nurse should perform. 
The authors indicate that: 
Socialization fosters development of a self-image and 
enables an individual to meet the role requirements. 
1lole identt.f'toa.tion talcefl :place :pr1r.laril~r throtlc;h 
social interaction with significant people - faculty, 
fellow· students, patients, physicians, supervisors 
and associated personnel. These people all play roles 
that are related directly to that of the nurse, and 
collectively they constitute a social system. Assuming 
the role of the nu.rse means assuming the e..ppropriate 
attitudes toward these other roles and pursuing the 
proper action relative to them. The patterns of inter-
action that result help deaermine how effective an 
individual is as a nurse.~ 
nursing schools have the responsibility of hl:clrJing 
students to learn the professional role of the nurse. 
Their aim is to tea.ah the component skills, attitudes and 
29P.JaKinney, John c. and Ingles, Thelma, "The Professional-
1zat1on of Nurses", Nursing Outlook, 7:6:365-366, 
June, 1959. 
30 Ibid., P• 366. 
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norms of the role to motivate performance that will be 
socially acceptable. Students learn both by didactic teach-
ing and by indirect lE:arning. They acquire attitudec, 
values and behavior patterns through continuing contacts 
with instructors, peers, other members of the health team 
and. with patients. 
BASIS FOR HYPOTH::~SIS 
'.'?he nursing literature showed many aspects of the 
nurse's individual characteristics, functions a~1 education, 
as reported by a number of different people in nursing and 
in related professions. The review of role literature denon~ 
strated that in mal~ definitions of role there is a postu-
: late of consenzue on role definition. 11 Gross sug£Gsts that 
the degree of consensus ou role deftnition hao important 
theoretical consequences. Some of these consequences are 
concerned with the socialization process or acquisition of 
roles and the conditions under vrh1oh expectations are 
learned or taught. The expectations held for senior nursing 
students' beha.Yior and attributes arE: irr.porta.r1t for an under-
standing of their different behavior am~ characteristics. 
~1 t ~~1 Gross, op. oi ., P• ~c • 
. ! ,, 
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HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis: 
1. Students in diploma programs have a different 
role concept of the nurse than do students in 
the baccalaureate degree programs. 
2. The~e vnll be greater consensus on role expecta-
tions between t~io groups of baccalaureate students 
than there "till be betvreen the diplona ant1 baa-
cala.u.reate groups • 
CH.APT:gR III 
H:;THODOLOGY 
~~he total number of nursing students included in this 
study l'tas 108. All v1ere senior nursing students enrolled 
in three schools of nursing in the Boston urea. 'rho cub-
jects represented forty eight members of u hosplt1:l diploua 
program, t;;enty one rJEHJb9rs of' a uni verci ty baccalaureate 
progra.u and thir·ty nine rJembers of a d.eno1:1in::;.tional college 
program. The schools varied in size, tho nu.nbor of students 
enrolled, tlle types of programs offered and the facilities 
utili~ed for clinical experience. ~he largest school had 
an eurolluent of 150 stuuents and the GrJ.allc s"t had an en-
rollment of about 100 students at the tio3 of thio sJ;;udy. 
TOOLS USED ~0 COLL~OT DA~A 
All tlw data for this study were collected b:t means 
1 
of ·t;,v-o instruments which were developed by r.:::. bric~c. 'i'he 
? 100 1.-tie;Js on the ].ol.;; ~;.-:;tribute Iustru::.:ent--were designed 
1 Kibrick, o~. cit. ., . 
2 Appendix A 
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to elicit information from senior nursing students about 
certain personality characteristics, as expressed by needs 
according to Murray's categories. Murray3presented the 
theory that an individual's needs are considered to be 
basic variables of his personality. Not all of Hurray's 
forty four categories were used in this study. Statements 
seeming to fit the feelings and emotions aroused by the 
need which appeared more suited to the nursing context 
4 
were introduced and substituted. The students were asked 
to indicate by "yes" or »no» which characteristics they 
felt were typical of an ideal nursing student. 
The 115 items in the Relationship Instrument5were de-
signed to gain information about the nursing students• ex-
pectations for role behavior in selected situations in the 
school and the hospital with the faculty and supervisors, 
doctors, patients, other students and aides. The items were 
desisned to include expectations the students had toward 
selected counter positions. Students were asked to respond 
in terms of l-that they felt their obligations vTere and what 
they felt were the obligations of the incumbents of the 
3 Murray, op. c1t., pp. 143-144. 
4 Appendix B 
5Ap-oend1x A 
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counter positions. 
PROCUR!!!l•IENT OF DATA 
To obtain the data for this study representatives of 
two schools of nursing were contacted. One school offered 
a diploma program and the other a baccalaureate program; 
both were in the Boston area and were readily accessible. 
Permission ~ms granted in both schools following an inter-
view with the Educational Director in one school and with 
the Chairman of Basic Professional Nursing in the other. 
The original plan was to collect data from senior 
students in two schools. However, because the diploma 
program had forty eight students and the baccalaureate 
program had twenty six students, it was decided to use a 
third group of senior students from another baccalaureate 
program in the Boston area in an attempt to have more com-
parable numbers of students in each type of proeram. Per-
mission was granted by the director of. the second bao-
oalureate program and the decision was made to include 
this group in the stud7. 
Appointments to give the instruments to the students 
were made and a speoifio time for administering the tools 
was arranged by a faculty member in each school. In the 
diploma school and 1n one of the collegiate schools the 
writer ifas introduced to the students by the same member 
of the faculty with whom the writer had had previous con-
tact in ree;a.rd to planning for the student part:.clpation 
in the study. In the other collegiate progra-m the Cha.ir-
man of the l.'Ied:toal Surgical Department introduced the 
1-rr:t ter to a senior class student representative w-ho in 
turn made tho i~1troduct:ton to the senior class. 
The students had not been informed beforehand about 
participating in the study. In each school a fnculty 
member had been previously scheduled to meet 'rl th these 
students in regular class session. In each situation a 
brief explanation 11as made of the purpose of the study 
whi.ch rras to learn rn.ore about the nursing students' feel-
ings regarding their nursing experience for the purpose 
of making improvements in the nursing education programs. 
Both of the instruments 'if'ere distributed at the same time 
and instructions were given to respond to the character-
istics of the ideal nursing student first and then to 
follm·r 1 t by the instrument on the rights and obligations 
the nursing student felt she had in relation to selected 
personnel. On the average, the students required about 
twenty minutes to complete all of the statements. All 
situations had a congenial atmosphere. 
In analyzing the data the respondents were divided 
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into two groups according to diploma or degree program. 
The degree of consensus between the two sets of role 
definers on the two variables were under study, n~nely 
personality characteristics and interpersonal relationships. 
The data vrere investigated in two contexts: ( 1) consensus 
bettreen the groups a11d ( 2) consensus Within the groups. 
The chi square test of significance lffiS used to 
determine differences between the groups and v-;1 thin the 
groups. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
Data were obtained by two instruments from 108 senior 
~ursing students from both diploma and baccalaureate pro-
grams. Respondents were divided into two groups according 
to program. The degree of consensus was investigated be-
tween the groups and within the baccalaureate group. The 
diploma group of forty eight students was designated by the 
letter D. One baccalaureate program of twenty one students 
was designated as Bl and the other baccalaureate program of 
thirty nine students was designated as B2. The combined 
groups of Bl and B2 were referred to as the baccalaureate 
group or Group B. The Ohi Square test of significance was 
used to determine the differences between the groups. 
ROLE ATTRIBUTES INSTRUM8NT 
There were 100 items in the Role Attribute Instrument. 
Of these, seventeen were significant and are presented in 
Table l. Chi Squares for all items are presented in Table l 
Appendix o. The numbers preceding the statement in the 
Table refer to the placement of the statement in the instru-
ment. 
TABL .. ~ 1 
SIGNIFICANT ITEMS ON ROLE ATTRIBUTE:S INSTRUMElTT 
BETW~~N DIPLOMA AND BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / D B 
Items Oatej;(OrY Yes No Yes lto 
Abasement 4 
12. Is sometimes depressed 18 30 36 24 
by feelings of her un-
worthiness. 
99. Blames herself more 32 16 27 43 
than others when things 
go wrong. 
Affiliation 4 
15. Feels "out of sorts" if 13 35 4 56 
she has to be by herself 
for any length of time. 
Aggression 3 
80. Tells others what she 3 45 16 44 
thinks of them When 
they annoy her. 
Autonomy 6 
49. vlorks hard at achieving 38 10 57 3 
her own independence. 
73. Enjoys being responsible 38 10 25 35 
for many things at one 
time. 
Deliberation 4 
32. Needs time to sit down 22 26 45 14 
and organize her 
thoughts. 
Dominance 4 
1. Likes to direct the 26 22 18 42 
activities of others. 
* .05 per oent level of signifioa.noe D Diploma 
x2 
5.40* 
5·05* 
8.37** 
7.66** 
6.31* 
15.43*** 
10.49** 
6.33* 
** .01 per oent level of significance B Baccalaureate 
*** .001 per cent level of significance 
-7" . _:;-· ·-;.:_-~_ -:. -_ ..... 
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TABL~ 1 continued 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / D B 
x2 Items Oate~orY res No res No 
Inner Direction 9 
75. Does what she feels is 31 17 49 11 4.06* 
right regardless of the 
opinion of the group. 
Nurt Ul"anoe 5 
70. Likes having people 27 21 17 43 8.60** 
· dependent on her. 
Other Direction 8 
44 • .Accepts the standards 28 20 18 42 8.77** 
60. 
of the group as her own. 
Has an easygoing at- 20 28 37 23 4.28* 
titude toward life. 
72. Gets along well with 44 4 46 14 4.32* 
people regardless of 
how she feels about 
them. 
Re3eotion 4 
18. Likes to work by her- 9 39 22 38 4.19* 
self. 
Sameness 4 
91. Generally goes about her 40 8 34 26 8.61** 
work in the same way. 
Simi lance 3 
34. Feels for her patients 8 40 21 38 4.80* 
and as a result finds 
that tears come to her 
eyes rather easily. 
Succorance 4 
20. Feels vaguely insecure 15 33 30 30 3.86* 
when she has to act on 
her own responsibility. 
38 
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The greatest difference between the diploma and 
baccalaureate students was expressed 1n relation to n 
-
autonomy in Table 1, item 49. While the diploma students 
perceived themselves in the role of the nurse as enjoying 
the responsibility for many things at one time, the bac-
calaureate students did not enjoy this but instead worked 
harder toward achieving their own independence. Both 
groups sholred !!. autonomy but it was significantly more 
important for the baccalaureate students to achieve their 
independence. It would seem to follow that when diploma 
students assumed responsibility for the numerous activities 
of the ~osp1tal unit, they felt a sense of independence 
in directing the care of the patients and the auxillary 
workers along With many other duties. The independence 
that the baccalaureate students worked for may have been 
directed toward seeking more freedom and independence from 
authority figures in the hospital in relation to their 
professional performance. 
Both groups of students expressed n abasement. The 
baccalaureate student had a greater feeling of unworthiness 
than did the diploma student, but the diploma student 
, blamed herself more often when things went wrong. One 
might speculate that the rather high ideals 1-thioh the ba.o-
oalnureate student may have held on admission to the school 
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of nursing hut 'ti'hioh may not have been fulfilled during 
her clinical experiences produced dissatisfaction and a 
feeling of unworthiness. The d1plo~a students were very 
likely required to assume responsibility for service over 
a long pariod of time and at different periods of the day 
and night. Their experience and educational preparation 
may not have been sufficient at this point to deal with 
some of tho problems that presented themselves, and there-
fore v-rhen things went wrong they blamed themsal ves. 
The baccalaureate students showed a strong !}. delibera-
tion as i~dicated by the need of reflection before action 
and by requiring time to sit down and organize their 
thoughts. This may have been influenced by their education-
al experiences in the college or university. Less than 
half of the diploma students indicated n deliberation. 
Neither group showed a !}. aggression nor n simila.nce, 
although both these needs were significantly absent in the 
diploma students indicating that it was less important for 
them to show dissatisfaction in certain nursing situations 
that were annoying to them and to express feeling for the 
welfare of their patients, empathizing and identifying with 
them. Neither group had an rejection although a signifi• 
-
cant proportion of baccalaureate students preferred to work 
by themselves. Perhaps this group was attempting to achieve 
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a measure of independence in planning and providing patient 
ca.;re. 
Neither group indicated n affiliation although it 
-
was significantly absent from the baccalaureate group. 
Three times as many diploma as baccalaureate students 
showed n affiliation indicating that they felt "out of 
-
sortstt when they were left by themselves for any length 
of time and '"ere more comfortable when they formed assoc-
iations 11i th others. 
Diploma students as well as baccalaureate students 
expressed ~ sameness going about their work in the same 
-vray adhering to certain places, people and modes of con-
duct although it was much more important to the diploma 
students. Five times as many diploma students showed n 
-
sameness whereas only slightly over half of the baooalaur-
eate students had this need. N dominance was significantly 
-
absent in the baccalaureate students but almost equally 
divided amongst the diploma students. In the hospital 
nursing program diploma students were often responsible for 
directing certain activities on the hospital unit utilizing 
a functional approach to patient care. Collegiate nursing 
education emphasized problem solving and meeting the pat-
1ent•s needs through cooperative planning with other pro-
fessional groups. Therefore, it would seem that the 
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expressed need for dominance by the students in each group 
was a reflection of hovr they perfo:r.-n.eu their nursing duties. 
Hore diuloma students exnressed n nurturance vhereas this 
- - -
neod ~oras significantly less in the baccalaureate students. 
It tms in·teresting to note that the desiratili ty of this 
quality or characteristic of nurturance in a rmrr1e '\"las 
being questioned in nursing literature. If th.e nurse ~.-as 
nurturant and perhaps fulfilled her own needs, was she able 
to lead the patient to independence? 
Both groups did \·That they felt was rit;ht regardless 
of the opinton of the group llhich indicated !!. inner direc-
tion althou.gh 1 t was significantly more ir.1portant for the 
baccalaureate students. The educational expurienoes and the. 
maturity which baccalaureate students :may have acquired 
gave them more in~ividual1stic tendencies and they were 
not as easily sv.rayeu by the opinion of the group. Diploma 
students on the other hand accepted the standards of the 
group as their own which indicated !!. other direction. 
(Table 1, item 44). This may have been influenced by the 
less flexiole curriculum in the hospital school of nursing, 
the required conformity of most students and the non-en-
couragement of &elf expression. The encouragement of self 
expression and problE.:m solving in the education of the bac-
calaureate students may have influenced self or iru1er 
- . -- - -~-~ -
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direction. 
Diploma students did not show n succorance whereas 
-
baccalaureate students were equally divided in their ll 
succorance. Diploma students generally are given respon-. 
s1bility for nursing service during the day, evening and 
night hours sometimes With little supervision. At this 
point of their nursing experience they have acquired a 
feeling of security to function in the manner in which they 
indicated by their ~ sameness, n other direction and the 
absence of n deliberation. The baccalaureate students 
-
generally have closer supervision from their instructors 
and a different approach in their educational program 
Where the students are motivated by goals and where great 
emphasis is placed on problem solving. These students 
showed a n deliberation and n inner direction. 
- -
Fifty per cent of the baccalaureate students some-
times felt vaguely inseoure when they were left to act on 
their own rasponsibility. These feelings have implications 
for employers of professional nurse practitioners and for 
the orientation programs which are developed for new nurses 
graduating from a number of different programs. 
All students in the diploma and baccalaureate groups 
agreed, in relation to n inner direction, that they were 
guided by certain principles wh1oh they had accepted 
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(item 5"'~, App. 0). This seemed to pose an interesting 
question concerning principles which guide the conduct of 
students. 
Of the total 100 items in the Role Attributes Instru-
:nent one per cent 1-re.s significant at the .01 level or less, 
16 per cent -:·rere betvreen .01 and .05. 'l'he total nunber of 
i terns significant at .05 or lass lias 17 per cent. 
Findings: 
~rho data :from the Role .Attributes Instrument showed 
that there 1rere differences in role perception bet~·reen the 
baccalo.ureate and diploma students on certain peroonal1 ty 
characteristics as expressed by needs. The baccalaureate 
students tended to worlc hard at achieving their independ-
ence, sometimes 't·Tere depressed by feelings of their umrorth-
iness, required time for deliberation, did what they felt 
;;as right regardless of the opinion of the group, considered .. 
their feelings about people in their relationshi:)s 1ri th them 
and had an easygotng attitude toward life. Half of the stu-
dents felt vaguely i-nsecure when they had to act on their 
o1m responsibility. The basic personality characteristics 
which had significance for the baccalaureate students were 
n autonomy, £ abasement, ~deliberation and li inner 
direction. 
The diploma students tended to enjoy responsibility 
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tor many things at one time, blamed themselves more than 
others when things went wrong, generally went about their 
work in the same way, enjoyed directing the activities of 
others, liked having people depend on them and accepted the 
standards of the group as their own. The basic personality 
characteristics which had significance for the diploma 
students were a autonomy, n abasement, a dominance, a nur-
turance, a inner direction, a other direction and a same-
ness. Neither group showed a A aggression, a s1m1lanoe, 
a rejection nor a affiliation, but a aggression and a simi-
lance were significantly absent in the diploma group, ~ re-
jection was significantly more important to baccalaureate 
students whereas n affiliation was significantly more 1m-
-
portant to diploma students. 
Kibrick1found that some definite basic personality 
characteristics in nursing students as expressed by needs 
were more compatible With remaining 1n the nursing program 
than were others. Significant needs among the group that 
remained were n nurturanoe, a achievement, n cognizance, 
n conjunotivity, a deference and n sameness. Those who 
withdrew expressed needs for a aggression, a abasement, 
n deliberation, n exposition and n rejection; the remaining 
r Kibrick• op. cit •• p. vi. 
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needs studied were not important in determining continuation 
, in nursing school. 
The diploma students showed some of the basic person-
ality characteristics that Kibrick found to be compatible 
with remaining in the hospital school of nursing, such as 
n nurturance and n sameness. The baccalaureate students 
- -
showed n deliberation and even though the majority of the 
students did not indicate n rejection and n aggression 
these were significantly more important for them than the 
diploma students. These needs were expressed by the stu-
dents who withdrew from the hospital school of nursing. 
The data demonstrated that there were some definite 
differences in personality characteristics between the 
diploma and baccalaureate students. Some needs were more 
characteristic of the diploma group than of the baocalaur-
eate group, and conversely, other needs were more character-
istic of the baccalaureate group than of the diploma group. 
RELATIONSHIP INSTRUMENT 
The results obtained from the Relationship Instrument 
pointed out that of the 115 items thirty showed significant 
differences between diploma and baccalaureate students. 
These are presented in Tables 2-6. Ohi Squares for all 
items in the Relationship Instrument are presented in 
Table 2 Appendix o. 
TABL.E 2 
SIGNIFICANT ITm~ ON ReLATIONSHIP INSTRUHENT 
B3TUESll DIPLO:tU. AND BAOOAL.\URE.AJ~.f..: STUDENTS 
Student-Faculty Relationships 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / j 
Items Cate5torY Ires I No IYes No 
Obligations of students to 14 
faculty 
3. Conform to rules and 47 1 47 13 
regulations they have 
set up. 
7. Stand when the 1nstruo- 33 15 20 40 
tors come into the 
classroom. 
a. Regard their behavior 12 36 4 56 
as the ideal to be 
followed. 
9. Be on friendly terms 38 10 35 25 
with them. 
11. 1iork where they assign 32 16 19 40 
you without question-
ing the assignment. 
Faculty obligations to 12 
students 
16. Treat the student as 48 0 55 5 
an adult. 
20. Oal1 the student by 1 47 15 44 
her first name. 
21. Maintain a reserved, 36 12 24 35 
dignified attitude 
toward the student. 
22. Consider the individual 14 34 35 25 
development of the stu-
dent more important 
than their teaching 
responsibilities. 
24. Supervise the student 4 44 0 59 
in the nurses• resi-
denoe. 
* .05 per cent level of significance D D1p oma 
x2 
5.91* 
13.20*** 
7.40** 
5.30* 
12.60*** 
4.19* 
11.36*** 
12.65*** 
9.16** 
5.33* 
** .ol per oent level of significance 
cc~+-,~-~=~Q,Q~" P~~Sl~.1i- _l~y~-~-~L§~ifiqano.~ __ 
B Baccalaureate 
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The diploma students showed greater obligations toward 
the fa.cul ty. 'l'hey expected to stand for the instructor when 
she entered the room and dld their work without questioning 
their assignment. The baccalaureate students did not ex-
pect to stand for the instructor and felt they should have 
an opportunity to question their assignments. They ex• 
peoted the instructors to maintain a less reserved attitude 
towards them than did the diploma students. The diploma 
students considered teaching the student more important 
than the student's personal development whereas the bac-
calaureate student saw development of the student as an 
important obligation of the faculty. 
The baccalaureate students demonstrated lees defer-
ence toward the faculty and expected a more give and take 
approach of students to faculty, whereas the diploma 
students adhered to traditional standards which required 
rather strict obedienoe and showed authoritarian patterns 
and need for other direction. The baccalaureate students 
seemed to rebel against this type of authority while the 
diploma students seemed to adjust to this climate. 
The diploma students expected to be the umiddle man" 
for the doctor and stood for him when he arrived on the unit, 
The baccalaureate students did not expect to do the above. 
Both groups expected him to be interested in the progress 
---·~ ;:_- --==-- ,- -- ::_ 
" 
TABLE 3 
SIGNIFICAlrT IT:iliMS ON RELATIONSHIP INSTRUMENT 
BETWEEN DIPLOMA AND BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS 
Student-Doctor Relationships 
Need category Total Responses 
and Items / ) 
' Items Oatetto_tt Ies No lies Ho 
Obligations of students to 12 
doctors 
32. Be the "middle man" 32 16 25 35 
bet1~een the doctor 
and patient. 
34. Plan the care of the 38 10 58 2 
patient with the doctor. 
35. Stand when the doctor 30 18 16 44 
comes onto the wards or 
into the classroom. 
Doctor obligations to 11 
students 
44. Be interested in the 45 3 48 12 
progress and education 
of the students. 
D Diploma 
x2 
6.69** 
6.28** 
14.10*** 
4.22* 
* .05 per cent level of significance 
** .01 per cent level of significance 
*** .001 per cent level or significance 
B Baccalaureate 
, of students education but this was significantly more im-
portant to diploma students. Both groups expected to plan 
with the doctor for the care of the patient but this was 
significantly more important to the baccalaureate students. 
Baccalaureate students had a desire to maintain a nurse-
doctor relationship on a professional level for collabora-
tive planning of patient care. They desired consideration 
-~-~· --·-~· ----- ______ , _______ _ 
. -- -·-- - '----~-· ------~~-----·~-- ~ 
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for man-woman equality in their professional contaots ~-Fhich 
·.,;as illustrated by their objection to outuard forms of def-
ere nee toi'Tar(l th9 doctor. 
?he di:)loma Ertudents expected to naintain a reservt:Jd 
attitude to1-tard aid eo. Both groups expected aides to take 
orders fro;n students, relieve the"'l fro:...,. ;ninor tas}:s, r~o 
most of the rou.tlne rrorlc, but did not expect them to take 
over nursing duties under supt!r-vifrlorl and give most of the 
nursing care ~ri th the exception of ~::~·~ications. The bac-
cal'J.ureate students had a friendly attitude to1,rard aides 
and did not expect them to do all of the ''dirty 1iork". 
They also shmred less v-rillinp;ness to delegate the respon-
sibility for nurslne; care to the aides or attendants than 
did the di!)loma. students. The diploma students se,;mad to 
be !lore \fork oriented and expressed more of 8. functional 
approach to .')utient care. These findings secned to in-
dioate the ftm.ctional trBnds in some of t~e hospitals. The 
basic personality characteristic ll domi~ance as exprosaed 
earlier by this group was reflected in the relationships 
of the diplo:.1a students vTi th the aides. 
Diploma students felt an obligation to remain on 
duty w1til classmates completed their work, to compete for 
achievement in nursing and to consider the 't'relfare of the 
group before their oun indicating other rather than self 
--- - -----~----------
- -- --------- ---------~ ----- ~-
TABLE 4 
SIGNIFICANT ITEMS ON RELATIONSHIP INSTRUMENT 
B.~JTW::~EN DIPLOIU AND BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS 
Student-Aide Relationships 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / D 3 
Items category OCes No ,Yes No 
Obligations of students to 8 
aides and attendants 
56. Maintain a reserved 29 19 23 37 
attitude toward them. 
Aide and attendant ob1iga- 9 
tions to students 
58. Take orders from the 45 3 34 26 
nursing student. 
59. Release the student 48 0 51 9 
from minor tasks so 
she has more time 
for nursing. 
60. Do most of the routine 41 7 41 19 
work on the wards. 
62 .. Do the so-called "dirty 27 21 21 39 
work" such as cleaning 
the work rooms and bed 
63. 
pans. 
Take over the nurses' 19 29 9 51 
duties under super-
vision. 
64. Give most of the nursing 7 41 2 58 
care with the exception 
65. 
of giving medicines. 
Eat in their own separ- 3 45 12 48 
ate dining room. 
D Diploma 
x2 
5.27* 
18.68*** 
7.86** 
4.27* 
4.88* 
8.40** 
4.42* 
4.22* 
* .05 per cent level of significance 
** .ol per cent level of significance 
*** .001 per cent level of significance 
B Baccalaureate 
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TABLE 5 
SIGl'IIFIOAifT IT:E:NS ON RELATIONS!IIP DISTRIDffiliT 
BBTW'Eim DIPLOMA Aim BAOOALAtJREATE STUDENTS 
Peer Relationships 
lleed Category Total Responses 
and Items / ) l 
Items Category ~as No !Yea No 
Obligations of students to 11 
each other 
68. Stay on duty until all 37 11 15 45 
classmates have com-
pleted their 11ork. 
71. Compete With one another 29 19 14 46 
for achievement in nurs-
ing. 
77. Consider the welfare of 39 9 3'+ 26 
the group before your 
own lTelfare. 
Rights of students in rela- 8 
tion to each other 
79. Be friendly with only a 19 29 4lt 16 
selected few students. 
so. Isolate herself from 5 43 21 39 
the student body. 
x2 
28.,98"'~** 
15.86*** 
7.42** 
12.50*** 
8.83** 
* .05 per cent lavel of significance 
** .01 per cent level of significance 
**~" .001 per cent level of significance 
D Diploma 
B Baccalaureate 
direction. Baccalaureate students did not feel these ob-
ligations, to the same extent. They felt the right to be 
friendly with only a selected few students whereas the dip-
loma students did not indicate this. Neither group felt the 
right to isolate themselves from their classmates although 
more baccalaureate students f'el t this l'ras their right. 
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TABLE 6 
SIGNIFICANT ITEMS ON RE:LATIONSHIP INSTRU1•ffiNT 
BETvTEEN DIPLOMA AND BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS 
Student-Patient Relationships 
Need category Total Responses 
and Items / 'E 
It_ems categor:v !Yes No !Yes No 
Obligations of students to 22 
patient 
98. Discuss the patient's 35 13 55 5 
problems with h1m. 
Patient obligations to 8 
students 
108. Accept the nursing 22 26 14 46 
care given him with-
out complaining. 
26 109. Subordinate his inter- 22 19 41 
ests and routines to 
the routines of the 
hospital. 
D Diploma 
x2 
6.75** 
6.08* 
5.56* 
* .05 per cent level of significanoe 
** .01 per cent level of significance B Baccalaureate 
Both groups expressed an obligation to discuss the 
patient's problems with him and to help him toward his 
acceptance of nursing care although significantly more 
diploma students did not feel this to be an obligation. 
Baccalaureate students did not expect the patient to sub-
ordinate his interests to the hospital routines whereas the 
diploma students had these expectations. This seems to 
provide evidence of the diploma students' preoccupation 
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with hospital routines rather than with patient's concerns. 
The diploma students were less likely to consider the 
patient's problems or anxieties such as his attitudes to-
ward the hospital and his needs for a feeling of security 
than were baccalaureate students. A reluctance on the part 
of nearly one third of the diploma students to discuss the 
patient's problems may very well indicate some lack of 
understanding of the patient's behavior by the diploma 
students in planning for and helping patients to coordinate 
their care and to avoid emotional regression. 
The baccalaureate students, in their relationships 
With the patient, seemed to indicate an interest in pro-
viding support and counseling to the patient and his family. 
They considered the patient's behavior and his anxieties, 
conflicts and frustrations, and seemed to indicate an under-
standing for the importance of listening to the patient's 
problems, discussing them with the patient and helping him 
to work out solutions for his problems. 
On the basis of these findings the diploma students 
would be less likely than the baccalaureate students to 
treat the patient as an individual, to give h1m an explana-
1 tion of his oare and to consider him as a partner in plan-
ning for h1s care. They would also be less likely to 
understand the patient's expression of insecurity and his 
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need for help in progressing toward emotional maturity. 
All diploma students agreed that the faculty had an 
obligation to treat the student as an adult (Item 16, 
'rable 2) and that aides should release the students from 
minor tasks so that they would have more time for nursing 
care (Item 59, Table 4). 
All students agreed that the patient's habits and cus-
toms should be respected (Item 91), that equal care should 
be given to patients of all colors. races and religions 
(Item 93), that what the patient has to say should be lis-
tened to attentively (Item 94) and that the patient's suf-
fering should be reduced to a minimum (Item 96). All bacca-
laureate students agreed that they should not be expected to 
go out socially with aides (Item 53), that they should take 
on a fair share of the work load (Item 72), answer the pat-
ient's questions to the best of their ability (Item 87) and 
make death less hard for the patient (Item 97). All diploma 
students agreed that they should give respect to the faculty 
(Item 1) follow their instructions (Item 2), abide by dis-
cipline for infraction of the rules (Item 14). expect help 
from the faculty to make the best use of their knowledge in 
nursing (Item 26), follow the doctor's orders conscientious-
ly (Item 29), accept the aide's presence as being helpful 
to them (Item 55), treat aides with respect {Item 57). 
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give th& patient a feeling of security (Iten 86), ui::.. the 
trust and confidence of the pa:'iiient (Item 39) and -;;mrry 
about their patients rrhen they go off duty (Item 105). 
(Table 2, App. c). 
Of the total 115 items eight per cent trere significant 
at the .01 per cent level or less, eighte: ;l per cent ·~.-ere 
bet\vee:n .01 and .05. '.2ho total nm:ber of Rlgn::.ficant i te:ro.s 
at .05 or less was twenty six per cent. 
Findings: 
The data from the Relationship Instrument indicated 
that there rmre differences betueen diplona and baccalaur-
eate students in their relationships with the .faculty, the 
doctor, the aides, patien-ts and other students in the school 
and in the hospital. The baccalaureate students demon-
strated less deference in their school and hospital assoc-
iat1.ons thun did the diploma students. They expected more 
of a give and take approach of students to faculty uhereas 
the diploma students adhered to tradi tion:::ll standards uhich 
required strict obedience and need for other direction. In 
their nurse-doctor relationships baccalaureate students 
uere more interested in planning collaboratively for patient 
care ti'hile diploma students expected to be the "oiddle man" 
for the doctor. Both groups expected the aides to assist 
w1 th nursing care, but baccalaureate students sho~red less 
" 
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willingness to give over the nurses' duties to aides. They 
showed a friendly attitude toward aides whereas diploma 
students maintained a reserved attitude. The diploma 
students were other directed in their student relationships 
while baccalaureate students were more inner directed. 
Both groups expected to discuss the patient's problems 
with him, but it was significantly more important to the 
baccalaureate group. Baccalaureate students did not ex-
pect the patient to subordinate his interests to the hos-
pital routine whereas the diploma students had these ex-
pectations. 
ROLE ATTRIBUTES INSTRU~ffiNT 
Of the 100 items on the Role Attributes Instrument 
thirteen items showed significant differences between 
two groups of baccalaureate students which are presented 
in Table 7. Chi Squares for all items are presented in 
Table 1, Appendix o. 
The differences between Groups Bl and B2 were gener-
ally in different categories of needs or on different items 
in the same categories than were the differences that ap-
peared between the diploma and baccalaureate groups com-
bined. The following needs, n aff111ation, n nurturance, 
- -
n sameness and n succorance showed significant differences 
- -
TABLE 7 
SIGNIFIOAllT ITTi!MS 011 ROLE ATTRIBUT:ZS INSTRm·1EUT 
BET~m-;;:N T\fO GROUPS OF BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS 
Need Category Total 
and Items / 
Items Category 
Affiliation 4 
53. Does her bast work in 
an informal situation. 
Cognizance 3 
39. Thinks through her 
problems in her work. 
55. Keeps up to date on 
what is going on. 
Conjunctivity 4 
27. Sticks to a plan of 
action which she has 
decided upon. 
i 
Deference 
I 
5 
79. Considers her opinions 
to be subordinate to 
those in authority. 
Emotionality 4 
3. Has unaccountable 
su1.ngs of mood, from 
feeling very happy to 
feeling depressed. 
92. Often acts on the spur 
of the moment without 
stopping to think. 
Inner Direction 9 
75. Does what she feels is 
right regardless of the 
opinion of the group. 
* .05 per cent level of significance 
** .01 per cent level of significance 
Bl University nursing school 
Responses 
B B' 
Yes No Yes 
15 6 36 
21 0 35 
21 0 35 
20 1 29 
7 14 25 
I 
I 1 20 16 
I 
I 
1 20 8 
14 7 35 
B2 Collegiate nursing school 
- - -· ... --- ~-- ·---- :-- ·-- ---·---:-..:..::--··--_-.. -~~~-_-:_ -_·,:. ·:-.-::. ::._:::_-:-:::;::;-_:::=::. __ --- .:::::·--· __ :.=--:-·.-::··=:-:-.:.-.. ~-- -
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No 
3 
4 
4 
10 
14 
23 
31 
4 
x2 
4.67* 
4.63* 
4.63* 
3.98* 
5.19* 
8.81** 
3.94* 
4.86* 
TABLE 7 continued 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / B B2 
Items Oa te_.go.ry Yes No !Yes ?{o x2 
Nurturance 5 
23. Feels the needs of 13 8 37 2 10.68** 
others almost as if 
they were her own. 
24. Is able to forget her- 14 7 36 3 6.,46* 
self in caring for 
others. 
70. Likes having people 11 10 6 33 9.21** 
dependent on her. 
Sameness 4 
86. Likes a well-ordered 18 3 21 18 6.09* 
way of life w1. th 
regular hours and an 
established routine. 
Succorance 4 
21. Becomes rather easily 2 19 15 24 5.63* 
discouraged when things 
go wrong. 
between Groups B and D as well as between Groups Bl and B2. 
The differences between two groups of baccalaureate 
students were in the same direction but varied in the degree 
of consensus except in relation to ~ deference. Group B2 
students considered their opinion subordinate to those in 
authority whereas Group Bl showed an inquiring attitude but 
were not ldlling to subordinate their opinions. 
Group Bl was more like Group D in indicating the need 
tor group approval whereas Group B2 indicated ~ inner dir-
ection by doing what they thought was right regardless of 
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'the opi:J.ion of the group (Item 75, ·:.'n.bL'> 7). ~roup Tll ~,ras 
also :no:ce lUce Group n sho-~rLt'lG ll. 11:1rtura:nce throuc;ll liking 
pt:~oplc to depend 011 ther:1 (Item 10. Table 7}. 
Students in Group 31 agr!Jed unP...n.L·1ously that students 
in this e;rc-J.p had need for ti:oa to tzlinl: th.ro;,tch the:i.r pro-
hlo:::1s 1n the} r ~rork and to keep up t') date on ·.rhat :ts t:oing 
0:1 ln nursin;:~ ( Iter:ts 39, 55, Table 7). 
Both eroups v-rere guided in their conduct by princi.ples 
\~hich they had [1Ccepterl (!'!;em 54) and persisted in ~,}ursulng 
tr.·elr ~r,r~)O"'e (-rto··-... 6P\ ..,._ ,}:...-,. l ~ ...... .._,...,u_), .,_.,,. Gro"J.}? ~32 felt 2.. strong sen Be of 
rcsponsibili "ty ~bout their duties (Item 67) o.nd did not be-
come annoyed ~.;1 th people vtho are alcoholics ( It0m 38). 
Group 31 ·:-n-;.nt:-~d to be a part of the croup (Item 26), e~!'-
pressed ldBas clearly in speaiting (Ite::J. 52), kept a-p to 
d:1te on vrh2.t i·fas 3oing on (Item 55), enjoyed responsible 
poB:l tions (It€n 57), '•tor1r.ed best i11 a friendl~r e:~vironnent 
( Ite:rl 62) and '>rere accur?.te and thorough ~n their ;rorl:: 
(Ite~ 69). (Table 2, App. c). 
Of thn total 100 i tens none i·Tere cie;nificant at the 
.01 per cent level, but thirteen per cent were si;:::nificant 
at the .05 level. 
Findings: 
3oth groups indicated a strong need for thinking 
through problens in their i·rork, keeping up to date on Hhat 
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was going on in nursing and liked a well ordered way of 
life. These factors were sie~ifioantly more important to 
Group Bl than to Group B2. Both groups worked best in an 
informal situation. did what they felt was right regardless 
of the opinion of the group and expressed s;ympathy -'Go}·m.rd 
the patient. but these were significantly more important 
to Group B2. Neither group exhibited marked fluctuation of 
unaccountable swings of mood nor were they easily discour-
aged when things went wrong, although these behavioral 
tendencies were significantly absent from Bl students. 
Both groups expressed !l conjunctivity1 !! cognizance, 
and !! sameness. These were s1gn1:ficant1y more important 
to Group 131. Both groups expressed !! affiliation, !! nur-
turu.nce and ,a inner direction, but these were sic:nificant1y 
more important to Group B2. Neither group expressed n 
-
emotionality and !! succorance but both of these were sig-
nificantly less importr~~1.t to Group Bl. Group B2 expressed 
!l deference wheren.s Group Bl students did not have this 
need. 
H.ELATIONSHIP Il-lSTRUHEW£ 
Results from the 115 items on the Relationship 
Instrument indicated significant differences on twenty six 
1 tems between tuo groups of baccalaureate studentF;. 'Ihese 
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are presented in Tables 8-12. Chi Squares for all items 
in the Relationship Instrument are presented in Table 2. 
Appendix c. 
T.A:BL.R 8 
SIGNill'ICANT I1'B1·tS ON RELATIONSHIP INSTRlJl>UNT 
Bl~Tvmrm T1f0 GROUPS OF BACCAT..tAUREATE STUDErTTS 
Student-Faculty Relationships 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / B B2 
Items Cate~r.or.r. Yes ·wo 1Yes I No 
Obligations of students to 14 
faculty 
3. Conforms to rules and 
regulations they have 
set up. 
7. .Stand when the instruo-
tors come into the 
classroom. 
14. Abide by discipline 
given you for infrac-
tion of the ~~les. 
Faculty obligations to 12 
students 
19. Make special attempts 
to he1n the student to 
adjust-when she first 
comes to the school. 
23. Check on almost every-
thing the student does 
on the wards. 
26. Help the student to 
make the best use of 
her k:not-rledge in doing 
nursine;. 
* .os per cent level of significance 
*** .001 per cent level of significance 
B1 University nursing program 
B2 Collegiate nursing program 
13 8 34 5 
0 21 20 19 
17 4 38 l 
19 2 39 0 
0 21 7 32 
18 3 39 0 
x2 
5.20* 
16.15*** 
11-.86* 
4.01* 
4.26* 
5.87* 
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Group Bl did not expect to stand for the instructor 
when she entered a room nor did they expect her to check 
all of their work. One half of Group B2 indicated that they 
did not expect to stand for the instructor. Even though 
only seven students said they did expect to have all of their 
work checked (Item 23, Table 8), this was an adequate num-
ber to make it statistically significant for Group B2. 
Students in both groups expected to conform to rules and to 
receive help from the faculty in their adjustment to nursing 
and to make the best use of their knowledge in nursing. 
These were significantly more important to Group B2. 
Both groups in their relationship with the doctor ex-
pected oonsideration from him in relation to their education 
and work and to follow his orders, but these were signifi-
cantly more important to Group B2 students. Students in 
Group Bl felt socially equal to the doctor, did not expect 
to be the "middle-man", and wanted to be thought of as 
students rather than nurses. Group B2 students expressed 
the opposite views in these areas. Sixteen of 39 students 
in B2 expected to stand for the doctor when he arrived on 
the unit whereas none of the 21 students in Bl expected to 
do so. This was a significant difference. 
The expectations of Group B2 in their relationships 
with the faculty and the doctors were more like the 
""·---~---------
-- ---- _,______ ·--- -- . 
TABLE 9 
SIGNIFICANT ITlli\fS ON RELATIONSHIP INSTrHJl•P!:NT 
BE'ri'TEIDI T1f0 GROUPS 0~ BACCALAUREAT~8 STUDENTS 
Student-Doctor Relationships 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / 1l B2 
Items Ca.te~ott !Yes No Yes I No 
Obligations of students to 12 
doctors 
28. Takes orders regarding 
the care or the 
patient. 
32. Be the "middle man" 
between the doctor 
and patient. 
35. Stand when the doctor 
co~es onto the wards or 
into the classroom. 
Doctor obligations to 11 
students 
41. Think of students as 
students rather than 
as nurses. 
42. Not to expect too much 
of beginning students. 
45. Explain the patient's 
illness and oare to 
the student. 
46. Feel the student is 
socially equal to him. 
* .05 per cent level of significance 
** .01 per cent level of significance 
*** .001 per cent level of s1gn1ficanoe 
Bl University nursing program 
B2 Collegiate nursing program 
17 4 38 l 
5 161 20 19 
0 21 16 23 
7 13 25 14 
15 6 36 3 
16 5 381 1 
12 9 10 29 
x2 
4.86* 
4.24* 
11.75*** 
3.86* 
4.67* 
6.85** 
5.834'" 
expectations of Group D rather than Group Bl. These dif-
ferences may have been due to the organizational control of 
the school as Group B2 had a religious control. 
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TABL3 10 
SIGNI:!!'ICANT IT rl!tJIS ON REIJATIONSHIP INSTRUHDNT 
B.5:I:¥!1~S:N Ti'fO GROUPS Or, BACCALAURBATB 8TUD1;;NTS 
Student-Aide Relationships 
:Need Category Total 
and Items / 
Items Oateg:orY 
Obligations of students to 8 
aides and attendants 
57. Treat them with 
respect. 
Aide and attendant oblige.- 9 
tions to students 
58. Take orders from the 
nursine student. 
60. Do most of the routine 
work on the wards. 
63. Take over the nurses' 
duties under super-
vision. 
65. I~at in their own separ-
ate dining room. 
* .05 per cent level of significance 
** .01 per cent level of significance 
Dl University nursing program 
B2 Collegiate nursing program 
Responses 
B B' 
Yes 1-No !Yes No 
19 2 39 0 
8 13 26 13 
10 11 31 8 
7 14 2 37 
1 20 11 28 
x2 
4.01* 
4.54* 
6.41* 
8.52** 
4.69* 
Both groups treated aides with respect in their re-
lationships with them. This was a significant finding 
(Item 57, Table 10). Neither group expected aides to take 
over nurses' duties under supervision, but Bl was more wil-
ling to follo·w· a team approach. Bl students did not expect 
aides to do most of the routine work as did B2 students. 
Group B2 expected aides to take orders from students whereas 
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Group Bl students did not have this expectation. Neither 
group expected aides to eat in separate dinine rooms but a 
large number of Group B2 students had this expectation. 
Group B2 seemed to expect an authoritarian approach 
from their superordinates and employed this approach with 
their subordinates. Group Bl did not expect to show def-
erance to superordinates and did not expect deference from 
their subordinates. 
TABLE 11 
SIGNIFICANT !Tim-iS ON RELATIONSHIP INSTRU!"ffiNT 
B"8Tlf?.EN ~rwo GROUPS OF BACOAJ ... A1JR.BATE STUDIDTTS 
Peer Relationships 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / B 
Items Category Yes 
Obligations of students to 11 
each other 
75. Get along well with 
roommates regardless 
of personal feelings. 
Rights of students in rela- 8 
tion to each other 
80. Isolate herself from 
the student body. 
82. Refuse to have a room-
mate if she so desires. 
* .05 per cent level of significance 
** .ol per cent level of significance 
*** .001 per cent level of significance 
Bl University nursing program 
7 
13 
20 
B2 Collegiate nursing program 
.. -- --~---··- __ , ________________ ·- --· -::-:·-.-.:·:·.~_~-:-...:-=.-::-·:-::-·:_·-~·-.:::-::--::-:··-:;::--:-·-:;:_::-_-:-_--;:---:_:::_~--=:::-.:::...: .. ;: .. ·- --- ··--·----- ..• 
B2 
!lo !Yes 
14 28 
8 8 
l 28 
!io 
11 
31 
11 
r.2 
8.31** 
10.28*** 
4.69* 
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Students in Group Bl demonstrated in 'l'able 11 that 
they did not feel oblieated to get alot~ with their room-
mates; they felt a right to isolate themselves from other 
students and to refuse a roommate. The st,ldents in Group 
B2 felt the opposite on the above points. Group Bl was 
more rejective of their peers than was Group B2 as demon-
strated by a desire for independence in personal activities 
anit living arrangements. 
In their relationships with patients, students did not . 
feel obligated always to be at the command of the patient. 
Both groups felt obligated to hold info~at1on from the 
patient and put the welfare of the patient before their own, 
but a significantly greater proportion of Group B2 members 
felt these matters. All respondents in Group B2 expected 
respect from the patient for work they had done, whereas 
a small but significant number of respondents in Group Bl 
did not expect respect (Item 112, Table 12). 
All Group Bl students agreed that they did not feel 
obligated to stand for the instructor or doctor when they 
entered the room (Item 7, Table 8 and Item 35, Table 9), 
did not expect the inst~~otor to check almost all of their 
work (Item 23, Table 8) and did not expect always to \Je at 
the command of the patient (Item 95, Table 12). 
TABLE 12 
SIGNIFICANT ITBi{S ON ID::LATI017SHIP INSTRU~!KNT 
B"BT1-8r:;n T1'TO GROuPS O:F EACCALA!TREAT.E srn;n:;rrr; 
Student-Patient Relationships 
Need Category Total Responses 
and Items / Bl 
Items Oatep;:ory !Yes 
Obligations of students to 22 
patients 
88. Hold infornation about 18 
the patient from him 
if indicated. 
95. Always be at the com- 0 
mand of the patient. 
101. Put the welfare of the 17 
patient above her 
personal interests. 
103. Holu in conf1.dence 14 
whatever the patient 
tells her. 
Patient obligations to 8 
students 
112. Respect the student 19 
for the worlc she 
does. 
* .05 per cent level of significance 
·*** .001 per cent level of significance 
Bl University nursing program 
B2 Collegiate nursing program 
B2 
No Yes 
3 ~a .Jj 
21 10 
4 38 
7 38 
2 39 
No 
0 
29 
1 
1 
0 
X 2 
5.87* 
6.46* 
4.86* 
11.18*** 
1}.01* 
All Group B2 students agreed that the faculty should 
help students in their ad3ustment to school (Item 19, TableS) 
and ma.1ce the best use of their knouledge in nursing (Item 26, 
Table 8). 1'hey felt obligated to treat aides with respect 
(Item 57, Table 10) and to vr1 thhold information fro:n the 
patient when indicated (Item 88, Table 12). They )'ranted 
----·----~ --
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to receive respect from the patient for their work (Item 112:; 
Table 12). 
All students agreed on the following areas although 
they 11ere not statistically significant { 1'ablc 2, 'tPP• o). 
They did not expect the faculty to supervise them in the 
nurses' residence (Item 24). They did expect to take a fair 
share of the work load (Item 72), answer to the best of 
their ability the patient's questions (Item 87), respect 
the patient's habits (Item 91), give equal care to patients 
of all colors, races and religions (Item 93), listen at-
tentively to what the patient had to say (Item 94), reduce 
the patient's suffering to a minimum (Item 96) ~~d make 
death le~s hard (Item 97). 'i'hey did not feel obligated to 
go out socially with the doctors (Item 53). 
Group Bl felt that they should not eat in the dining 
room apart from the doctors (Item 36), should be sensitive 
to the needs and £eeltngs of the patient (Item 90) and 
should not \'lorry about patia,•ts when they, the students, 
went off duty (Item 105). 
Group H2 felt obligated to follow the doctor's orders 
conscientiously (Item 29). 'fhey liked having people depend 
on them (Item 70), wanted to win the t~~st and confidence of 
the patient (Item 89) and prevented any feelings toward the 
patient from interfering with the care they gave (Item 92). 
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Of the total 115 items four per cent were significant 
at the .01 level or less, nineteen per ceut Here significant 
between .01 and .05 per cent. ~he total number of items 
slgnifican·t at .05 or lass was tuenty three per cent. 
Findings: 
'.fhe data indicated that there were some differences 
bet"'reen the two groups of baccalaureate students in their 
relationships with the faculty, doctors, aides and other 
students in the school and hospital situation. The differ-
ences between these students in their relationships uith 
patients was only in degree and no·t in direction. Group Bl 
students showed greater independence in their relationships 
with the faculty and the doctors than did Group B2 students 
in 'terrns of their education and their social attitudes. 
Group Bl indicated more of a team approach toi>"ards aides 
rtht~reas Group B2 had a r.1ore authoritarian approach tortards 
aides expecting aides to take orders from them. Group Bl 
was more rejective of their peers by demonstrating a desire 
for independence in their personal activities and living 
arrangements whereas Group B2 considered the welfare of 
other students antl did not demonstrate a desire for in-
depenclence. Both groups of baccalaureate students were 
more alike in their relationships With patit.:ntn tha.r: they 
uere in the other areas. 
~----- --- -·--- --- .. 
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Group B2 was more like Group D than like Group Bl in 
their relationships "rith the faculty and the doctors. They 
demonstrated :nore deference toward the faculty and the 
doctors and adhered to traditional standards which required 
obedience and need for other direction. Group Bl expected 
to ~rorlt: cooperati voly TKi th the faculty and doctors showing 
more self direction than the other two groups. Group B2 
was more like Group D in their student relationships sho· .. r-
ing need for other direction unlike Group 31 11ho demon-
strated a desire for independence. Group lU 1-tas unlike 
Group B2 or Group D in their relationships with aides in-
dicating their willingness to have aides take over their 
nursing duties under supervision to a significant degree 
even though they did not expect aides to take orders from 
them. This see:ned to sho'if a tendency touar~i a te:'lm ap-
proach. Both groups of baccalaureate students were most 
alike in thair relationships with patients but d1fferant 
from Group D in some respects. 
OHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
This study was undertaken to investigate certain per-
sonality characteristics of nursing students and the re-
lationships between students in regard to selected counter 
positions 1n the sohool and in the hospital. One hundred 
and eight senior nursing students !rom three schools parti-
cipated in the study. One school was hospital controlled 
and the other two were oollege controlled. The data were 
collected by means of two instruments. One was designed to 
gain information on role attributes using Murray's categor-
ies of needs; the other, on role behavior used Gross• posi-
tion centric model for relationships to determine nursing 
students• expectations with the faculty, doctors, aides, 
students and patients. 
In analyzing the data the respondents were diVided in-
to two groups according to diploma or degree program. The 
Chi Square test of significance was used to indicate dif-
ferences on role attributes and behavior. It was hypothe-
sized that students from the diploma program would perceive 
themselves differently in the role of the nurse on the two 
variables than would students from the baccalaureate program, 
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and that there would be greater consensus on role expecta-
tions between two groups of baccalaureate students than 
there would be between the diploma and the baccalaureate 
groups. On the basis of the results from this study the 
hypotheses were supported. 
Of the 100 items studied in the Role Attributes In-
strument seventeen items showed significant differences 
between Group D and Group B whereas thirteen items were 
significant between Group Bl and Group B2, but this is not 
a slgnificant difference. 
Of the 115 items studied in the Interrelationship 
Instrument thirty items showed significant differences 
between Group D and Group B whereas twenty six items showed 
significant differences between Group Bl and Group B2. This 
indicates that there were some differences in the role per-
ception of the diploma and baccalaureate students and that 
the role perception between two groups of baccalaureate 
students showed fewer differences therefore greater con-
sensus. The differences, however, were not significant. 
Differences between Diploma ~ Baccalaureate Students 
The students studied showed differences in role con-
oept 1n their relationships and on certain personality 
oharaoter1stics as expressed by needs. The baccalaureate 
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students tended to work hard at achieving their independ-
ence, sometimes were depressed by feelings of their un-
worthiness, required time for deliberation, did what they 
felt was right regardless of the opinion of the group, 
considered their feelings about people in their relation-
ships with them and had an easygoing attitude toward life. 
Half of the students felt vaguely insecure when they had 
to act on their OYTn responsibility. The basic personality 
characteristics which had significance for the bacealaur-
eate students were ~ autonomy, ~ abasement, ~ deliberation, 
~ inner direction and ~ succorance. 
The diploma students tended to enjoy responsibility 
for many things at one time, blamed themselves more than 
others when things went wrong, generally went about their 
work in the same way, en3oyed directing the activities of 
others, liked having people depend on them and accepted 
the standards of the group as their own. The basic person-
ality characteristics which had significance for the dip-
loma students 1-rere ~ autonomy • n abasement, !l dominance, 
n nurturance, ~ inner direction. n other direction and !l 
sameness. Neither group showed !!. aggression, !l similance, 
n rejection nor n affiliation. but n aggression and !l simi-
lance were significantly absent in the diploma group, n re-
jection was significantly more important to baccalaureate 
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students whereas ~ affiliation was significantly more im-
portant to diploma students. 
The students studied showed differences in their re-
lationships with the faculty, doctors, aides, patients and 
other students in the school and in the hospital. The bac-
calaureate students demonstrated less deference in their 
school and hospital associations than did the diploma stu-
dents. They expected more of a give and take approach of 
students to faculty whereas the diploma students adhered 
to traditional standards which required strict obedience 
and need for other direction. In their nurse-doctor rela-
tionships Group B students were more interested in planning 
collaboratively for patient care while Group D students 
expected to be the .. middle man" for the doctor. Both groups 
expected the aides to assist with nursing care, but Group B 
sho\red less willingness to give over the nurses 1 duties to 
aides. They showed a .friendly att1 tude toward aides vrhere-
as Group D maintained a reserved attitude. The diploma 
students 'ttrere other directed in their student relationships 
While baccalaureate students were inner directed. Both 
groups expected to discuss the patient's problems 1>-rith him, 
but it was significantly more important to Group B. Bac-
calaureate students did not expect the patient to subord-
inate his interests to the hospital routine lrhereas the 
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diploma students had these expectations. 
Differences between Groups 2! Baccalaureate Students 
The differences between t1to groups of baccalaureate 
students on role attributes were in the same direction but 
varied in the degree of consensus except in relation to 
n deference. Group B2 students considered their opinion 
-
subordinate to those in authority whereas Group Bl sho11ed 
an inquiring attitude but were not willing to subordinate 
their opinions. Both groups indicated a strong need for 
thinking through problems in their work, keeping up to date 
on what is going on in nursing and liked a well ordered 
way of life. but these were significantly more important to 
Group Bl. The greater proportion of students from both 
groups 1-forked best in an informal ei tuation, did ~ihat they 
felt ~ras right regardless of the opinion of the group and 
expressed sympathy toward the patient, althoueh these were 
statistically more significant to Group B2. Neither group 
exhibited marked fluctuation of unaccountable swings of 
mood nor '\fere they easily discouraged when things went 
wro~;, although these behavioral tendencies were sign1f1-
cantly absent from Bl students. 
Both groups expressed ~ conjunctiv1ty, ~cognizance, 
and B. sameness. These were significantly more 1r:rportant 
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to Group Bl. Both groups expressed n affiliation, ~ nur-
turance and ~ inner direction, but these were significantly 
more important to Group B2. Neither group expressed ~ 
emotionality and ~ succorance but both of these were sig-
nificantly absent from Group Bl. 
The data indicated that there were differences be-
tween groups of baccalaureate students in their relation-
ships with the faculty, doctors, aides and other students 
in the school and hospital situation. The differences be-
t-vreen these students in their relationships ifi th patients 
was only in degree and not in direction. Group Bl students 
showed greater independence in their relationships 1vi th the 
faculty and the doctors than did Group B2 students in terms 
of their education and their social attitudes. Group Bl 
indicated ~ore of a teao approach towards aides whereas 
Group B2 had a more authoritarian approach towards aides 
exp,3cting them to take orders from them. Group :Sl was more 
rejective of their peers by demonstrating a desire for 1n-
depundenoe in their personal activities and living arrange-
ments whereas Group 132 considered the welfare of other 
students and did not demonstrate desire for independence. 
Both groups of baccalaureate students were most alike in 
their relationships with patients. 
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OONOLUSIONS 
Students from the diploma program had some different 
expectations for the role of the nurse than did the bao-
calaureate program students. There was greater consensus 
on the role of the nurse on the variables studied by the 
two groups of baccalaureate students combined than by bac-
calaureate students and diploma students. 
The baccalaureate students tended to view nursing and 
the care of the ~atients with more understanding of the 
vast interrelationships of individuals, community and en-
vironment with the emotional, social and economic foroes in 
' play in these relationships. They indicated a supportive 
and counseling role for nurses recognizing the physical and 
psychological manifestations of illness such as anxiety, 
conflicts and frustrations which have a direct influence 
on organic changes. The diploma students seemed to dis-
regard the variations of the patient's behavior. They 
tended to be more work oriented and expected the patients 
to oonform to hospital routines. 
The results of the study seemed to indicate that the 
purpose of the diploma and the baccalaureate program as 
stated by the National League for Nursing influenced the 
role concept of the students in each group. Baccalaureate 
students expected to perform in a more professional manner 
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utilizing knm-;ledge related to the hunani ties, social 
and medical sciences Whereas the diploma students expected 
to perform in a manner that was more task oriented. 
The results of the study showed that each group 
had different expectations for the role of the nurse. 'rhis 
may have been due to several factors one of which may have 
been concerned with the socialization process and the con-
ditions under which the expectations were learned or taught. 
Another factor may have been due to the fact that different 
klnds of students select different kinds of schools in an 
attempt to meet their personality needs. 
D,!PLI CATIONS 
The baccalaureate students evidenced a broader con-
capt of health needs which shoul.d lead to a broader ap-
proach to neeting the patients' nursing needs. In their 
educational programs they spent time studying and diagnosing 
the patients' nursing problems and adjusted their nursing 
activities to meet these problems through the process of 
problem solving. The diploma students with a technical 
preparation viewed nursing in a narrow way. They seemed 
to disregard the variations of the patients' behavior. 
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~he implications are that both the educational experiences 
and the basic personality characteristics of the students 
influenced their approach to nursine care. 
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APPENDIX A 
INSTRUMENT 1 
Following are soma characteristics which may or may not be 
typical of the ideal nursing student. Indicate by a oheok 
mark in the proper column Whether or not you feel these 
characteristics are typical of the ideal nursing student. 
The ideal nursing student: 
1. likes to direct the activities of others. 
2. likes to sway others to her opinion. 
3. has unaccountable sWings of mood, from feel• 
ing very happy to feeling depressed. 
4~ is happy in her work regardless of the 
opinions of her friends. · 
5. generally agrees with her superiors. 
6. finds it easier to do well when she follows 
orders. 
1. makes up her mind without any difficulty. 
8. generally relies on her own decisions. 
9. is frank and outspoken in her relationships 
With others. 
10. prefers to express her irritation rather than 
keep quiet about it. 
11. frequently feels inferior to other people. 
12. is sometimes depressed by feelings of her 
unworthiness. 
13. likes to play around with people who don't 
take life too seriously. 
14. seeks amusement, off duty, as an antidote 
for worry. 
15. feels "out of sorts•• if she has to be by 
herself for any length of time. 
Yes No 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
" 
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16. becomes bound by strong loyalties to her 
friends. 
17. gets annoyed when people take up her time. 
18. likes to work by herself. 
19. wants people to appreciate the work that 
she does. 
20. feels vaguely insecure when she has to act 
on her own responsibility. 
21. becomes rather easily discouraged when 
things go wrong. 
22. is easily moved by the misfortunes of other 
people. 
23. feels the needs of others almost as if they 
were her o'tm. 
24. is able to forget herself in oaring for 
others. 
25. is able to evaluate herself in terms of 
others' reactions to her. 
26. likes to be a part of the group. 
27. sticks to a plan of action which she has 
decided upon. 
28. is methodical in her daily life. 
29. is systematic in her behavior. 
30. likes excitement and change. 
31. frequently starts new jobs without waiting 
to finish what she has been doing. 
32. needs time to sit down and organize her 
thoughts. 
Yes No 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
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33. gets so involved with her patients that she 
feels like crying when she sees them crying. 
34. feels for her patients and as a result finds 
that tears come to her eyes rather easily, 
35. feels other people's failures as if they 
were her own. 
36. is calm and placid most of the time. 
37. usually expresses herself.with caution and 
restraint. 
38, rarely gets angry with people. 
39. thinks through her problems in her work. 
40. does things only when she fully understands 
why they are bein.g done. 
41. oan work at an arduous task for a long time 
without getting tired of it. 
42. never leaves a job until it is done. 
43. likes to be the first to start ne'lf things. 
44. accepts the standards of the group as her 
own. 
45. is conventional in her behavior. 
46. has feelings of guilt when she doesn't do 
What is expected of her. 
47. tries to do her best in Whatever she does. 
48, generally feels anxious about getting along 
well with others. 
49. works hard at achieving her own independence. 
50. becomes disturbed When her daily routines 
are disrupted by unexpected events. 
Yes No 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
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51. becomes confused when she has too many 
things on her mind at one time. 
52. is able to express her ideas clearly in 
speaking. 
53. does her best work in an informal situation. 
54. is guided in her conduct by certain 
principles which she has accepted. 
55. keeps up to date on What is going on. 
56. doesn't mind being 1n the background. 
57. enjoys being placed in a responsible 
position. 
58. goes her own way regardless of the opinions 
of others. 
59· listens attentively to other people's 
problems. 
6o~ has an easygoig attitude toward life. 
61, works best independently and on her own. 
62. works best in a friendly environment. 
63. takes orders from others without rebelling. 
64. is never satisfied with a job poorly done. 
65. likes to share the responsibility if there 
is danger of anything going wrong. 
66. carries a strict conscience about with her 
wherever she goes. 
67. has a strong sense of responsibility about 
her duties. 
68. usually persists in the pursuit of a purpose. 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
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69. ts accurate and thorough in her 1-rork. 
10. likes having people dependent on her. 
71. is never satisfied unless she does things 
perfectly. 
72. gets along well with people regardless of 
how she feels about them. 
73. enjoys being responsible for many things 
at one time. 
7L~. often feels gull ty about things she may 
have done or left undone. 
75. does What she feels is right regardless 
of the opinion of the group. 
76. feels very guilty When she has made a 
mistake. 
77. feels quite anxious When she is left by 
herself on the wards. 
78. enjoys being in charge of work done by 
others. 
79. considers her opinions to be subordinate 
to those in authority. 
80. tells others what she thinks of them when 
they annoy her. 
81. dislikas being rushed. 
82. enjoys sitting down and talking to patients. 
83. finds disagreeable sights repelling to her. 
84. seldom oomplainn about her problems. 
85. avoids irresponsible pleasure seekers. 
Yes No 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
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86. likes a well-ordered way of life with 
regular hours and an established routine. 
87. finds unpleasant odors nauseate her. 
88. becomes annoyed with people who are 
alcoholics. 
89. is a creature of habit. 
90. becomes disturbed when she has to do 
.man~r things at one time • 
91. generally goes about her work in the same 
way. 
92. often acts on the spur of the mor1ent 
without stopping to think. 
93. has intense likes and dislikes. 
94. finds it hard to hide her feelings. 
95. can stand very long periods of exhaustion. 
96. is apt to orit1o1ze people in authority. 
97. argues with enthusiasm for her point of 
view against others. 
98. is generally quite submissive in behavior. 
9~. blames herself more than others when things 
go wrong. 
100. is quite persuasive in her speeoh. 
Yes No 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
INSTRUMENT 2 
What obligations do you feel you have toward faculty 
members and supervisors with regard to the following? 
1. Give them respect. 
2. Follow their instructions. 
3. Oonform to rules and regu-
lations they have set up. 
4. Be obedient toward them. 
5. Be responsible to the faculty 
for your clasuwork. 
6. Be responsible to the super-
visors for your wardwork. 
7. Stand when the instructors 
come into the classroom. 
8. Regard their behavior as the 
ideal to be followed. 
9. Be on friendly terms with them. 
10. Accept their criticism without 
complaining. 
11. ltork where they assign you with-
out questioning the assignment. 
12. Leave them alone unless they in• 
vite your comments or presence. 
Should 
Should be not be 
obliged to 2bl1ged to 
-
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
-
-
- -
13. Question the orders they give you. 
- -
14. Abide by discipline given you for 
infraction of the rules. 
89 
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rfuat obligations do you feel the faculty and supervisors 
have toward the nursing student With regard to the 
following? 
15. Reassure the student as often 
as she needs it. 
16. Treat the student as an adult. 
17. Be interested in the student as 
~- individual personality not 
~ust as another student. 
lR, Help students because they 
want to, not because it is their 
jnb to do so. 
19. Ma~e special attempts to help 
the student to adjust when she 
first comes to the school. 
20. Oall the student by her first 
name. 
?.l. Maintain a reserved, dignified 
attitude toward the student. 
22. Consider the individual develop-
ment of the student more 1mport-
A~t than their teaching respon-
sibilities. 
?3. Oheok on almost everything the 
student does on the wards. 
~4. ~n:pervise the student in the 
nurses' residence. 
25. Help the student with her 
personal problems. 
Should 
Should be not be 
pbli~ed to gbliged to 
- -
-
-
-
- -
-
- ·-
- -
-
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26. Help the student to make the 
best use of her knowledge in 
dn1.ng nursing. 
Should 
Should be not be 
gblised t9 obliged to 
What obligations do you feel you have toward the doctors 
in the hospital w1 th regard to the tollo·willg? 
'?7. Be on friendly terms with the 
doctor. 
28. ~~ke orders regarding the care 
of the patient. 
-
?.9. Follow the doctor's orders 
conscientiously. 
-
30. Rt-!w·e oon:f'idence and trust 1n 
the doctor. 
- -
31. ~uestion the doctor's orders 
tt you feel it is necessary. 
- -
3?. Be the "middle man" between 
the doctor and the patient. 
-
33. niscuss the patient's problems 
with the doctor. 
34. ~lan the care of the patient 
with the doctor. 
- -
35 .. Stand when the doctor comes onto 
the wards or into the classroom. 
-
36. Eat in a dining room apart from 
the doctors. 
-
37. ~~ke his work easier by giving 
him information about the patient. 
-
38. Give the doctor information about 
the patient only if he asks for it. 
- -
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What obligations does the doctor have toward the student 
with regard to the following? 
Should 
Should be not be 
S!blised to oblised t2 
39. See the student as a"!ellow 
professional." 
- -
40. Be aware of the level of 
training of the student (first, second, or third year). 
-
41. Think of students as students 
rather than as nurses. 
- -
42. Not to expect too much of 
beginning students. 
- -
43. Give consideration to the 
student's feelings. 
- -
44. Be interested in the progress 
and education of the students. 
-
45. Explain the patient's illness 
and care to the student. 
- -
46. Feel the student is sociall7 
equal to him. 
- -
47. Be understanding of the 
student's problems. 
- -
48. Regard the student as socially 
equal to the college student. 
- -
49. Laugh and kid around with the 
students. 
- -
What obligations do you feel you have 
toward aides and attendants with 
regard to the following? 
50. Be on friendly terms with them. 
- -
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51. Tell them what to do regarding 
the care of the patient. 
52. Discuss the care of the patient 
with them. 
53. Go out socially with them. 
54. Help them as much as you can. 
55. Accept their presence as being 
helpful to rou. 
56. Maintain a reserved attitude 
toward them. 
57. Treat them with respect. 
What obligations do the aides and 
attendants have toward the students 
with regard to the following? 
58. Take orders from the nursing 
student. 
59. Release the student from minor 
tasks so she has more time for 
nursing. 
6o. Do most of the routine work on 
the wards. 
61. Respect the student beoause of 
her position. 
62. Do the so-called "dirty work" 
suoh as cleaning the work rooms 
and bed pans. 
63. Take over the nurses• duties 
under supervision. 
Should 
Should be not be 
obliged tg ogliged tg 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
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64. G1ve most of the nursing care 
with the exception of giving 
medicines. 
65. Eat in their own separate 
dining rooms. 
66. Retrain from getting too 
friendly with the students. 
What obligations do you feel the 
nursing students have toward one 
another? 
67. Help each other with their 
olasswork. 
68. Stay on duty until all class-
mates have completed their work. 
69. Go out together evenings and 
during free time. 
10. Help each other with whatever 
difficulties are encountered. 
71. Compete with one another for 
achievement in nursing. 
72. Take on a fair share of the 
work load. 
73. Get along with each other even 
though you may not like some or 
the other girls. 
74. Keep from taking out on each 
other the anger you may feel 
toward the patients o~ faculty 
members. 
Should 
Should be not be 
obliged tg gbliged to 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- --
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
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Should 
Should be not be 
2olised to ~bliged to 
75. Get along well with roommates 
regardless of personal feelings. 
76. Be interested in one another's 
problems. 
77. Oonsider the welfare of the 
group before your own welfare. 
- -
- -
-
What rights do you feel the nursing student has in her 
relationships with other students! 
78. Select her friends Ylthout 
regard for her classmates. 
79. Be friendly with only a selected 
few students. 
80. Isolate herself from the student 
body. 
81. Have all the privacy she wants. 
82. Refuse to have a roommate if she 
so desires. 
83. Not tell anyone where she is going 
when she leaves the nurses• residence. 
84. Do what she wants off duty as 
smoking, drinking, etc. 
85. Plan her social life apart from the 
other students. 
Has a 
right 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Has no 
ri,sht 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
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What obligations do you feel the student has toward the 
patient with regard to the following? 
86. Give the patient a feeling of 
security. 
87. Answer to the best other ability 
Whatever questions the patients 
ask. 
88. Hold information about the 
patient from him if indicated. 
89. Win the trust and confidence 
of the patient. 
90. Be sensitive to the needs and 
feelings of the patient. 
91. Respect the patient's habits 
and customs. 
92. Prevent any feelings toward the 
patient from interfering with 
the care she gives him. 
93. Give equal care to patients of 
all colors, races, and religions. 
94, Listen attentively to what the 
patient has to say. 
95. Always be at the command of the 
patient. 
96. !ry to reduce the patient's 
suffering to a minimum. 
97. Try to make death less hard for 
the patient. 
98. Discuss the pat1ent•s problems 
with him. 
~o~d 
Should be not be 
£bl1sed to ~bli5ed to 
........ 
........ 
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Should 
Should be not be 
obliged to obliged to 
99. Maintain a reserved, dignified 
attitude with patients. 
-
100. Be firm in her dealings W1 th 
patients. 
-
101. Put the welfare of the patient 
above her personal interests. 
- -
102. Think in terms of techniques, 
procedures, and treatments 
rather than in terms of people. 
- -
103. Hold in confidence whatever the 
patient tells her. 
- -
104. Try to get on friendly terms 
wtth the patient. 
- -
105. Worry about her patients when 
she goes off duty. 
-
106. Give care to patients even 
though they offend her by their 
bad manners. 
- -
107. Bide her personal feelings from 
the patient. 
-
What obligations do you feel the 
patients have toward the student 
with regard to the following? 
108. Accept the nursing care given 
him without complaining. 
- -
109. Subordinate his interests and 
routines to the routines of 
the hospital. 
- -
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Should 
Should be not be 
gbliged tg obliged to 
110. Regard the student as a helper. 
- -
lll. Regard the student as a 
professional person. 
- -
112. Respect the student for the 
work that she does. 
- -
113. Know the difference between 
the practical nurses and 
the students. 
- -
114. Refrain from directing the 
anger she ma1 feel toward the 
doctor to the student. 
- -
115. Follow the student's orders. 
- -
APPENDIX B 
LIST OF N3!!EDS AND THEIR DESORIPTIVE OHARAOT?;RISTIOS 
WHICH COMPRISED THE ROLE ATTRIBUTES INSTRUMENT 
The follow.iug are Murray's categories of needs as 
they seemed important to nursing. These comprised the 
Role Attributes Instrument. 
n Abasement - To comply and aooapt punishment, to apologize, 
atone, self deprioation. 
~ Achievement - To overcome obstacles, to exercise power, 
to strive to do something difficult as well and as 
qu1c1tly as possible. 
n Affiliation - To form friendships and associations. To 
-
cooperate and converse sociably with others. 
n Aggression - To belittle, harm, blame or ridicule a person. 
a Autonomy - To resist influence or coercion. To defy an 
authority or seek freedom in a new place. To strive 
for independence. 
n Change • To move and wander, to change one's interests 
and vocation. Inconsistency and instability. 
n Cognizance • Inquiring attitude. To explore, to ask 
questions, to satisfy curiosity, to seek knowledge. 
~ Conjunctivity - Co-ordination of thought and action, 
organization o£ behavioral trends and purposes. The 
ability to make a ooherent pattern of one's life. 
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~ Deference - To admire and willingly follow a superior 
allied other. To cooperate with a leader. To serve 
gladly. 
n Deliberation - Reflection before acting • 
... 
n Dominance - To influence and control others. To per-
... 
suade, lead and direct, 
n Emotionality - To be frequently excited, to exhibit 
marked fluctuations of mood. 
~ Endurance - To propensity of a behavioral trend, per-
sistence and conative perservation. 
n Exposition • To relate facts, to point and demonstrate, 
to give information, interpret, explain and lecture. 
n Noxavoidance - Readiness to be repelled by unpleasant 
sense impressions, disagreeable sights, sounds and 
smells. 
n Nurturanoe • To nourish, aid or protect helpless others, 
to express sympathy. 
n Placidity - Opposite of A emotionality. 
n Play - To relax, amuse oneself, seek diversions and 
entertainment, To laugh, to 3oke and be merry. To 
avoid serious tensions. 
A Rejection - To snub, ignore or exclude another, to 
remain aloof and indifferent. 
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.u Sameness - Adherence to certain places, people an.d lllodes 
of conduct, persistence of purpose, consistonoy of 
conduct, rigidity of habits. 
ll Succorance - To seek aid, protection or sympathy. To 
adhero to an affectionate nurturant parent. To be 
dependent. 
!! Slntllanoe - To ettpath1ze, to identify oneself with 
othel"S• 
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OLASSIFIOATION 0~ NEEDS OF STATbMENTS USED IN THS 
ROLE ATTRIBUTES INSTRUMENT 
The ideal nursing student: 
Domine nee 
1. 11Jces to d1reot the a.cti vi tios of others. 
2. likes to sway others to her opinion. 
78. enjoys be1r~ in charge or work done by others. 
97~ argues With enthusiasm for her point of view 
~.gainst others. 
Achievement 
.47. tries to do her best in Whatever she does. 
64. is never satisfied u'ith a lob poorly done. 
68. usually persists in the pursuit of a purpose. 
69. is aoct~ate and tlwrough in her work. 
71. is never satisfied unless she does things perfectly. 
Deference 
5. generally agrees with her superiors. 
6. finds it easier to do well when she follows orders. 
63. takes orders from others 1nthout rebelling. 
79. considers her opinions to be subordinate to those 
in authority. 
98. 1s generally quite submissive in behavior. 
Autonomy 
1. makes up her mind without any difficulty. 
8. generally relies on her own decisions. 
49. works hard at achieving her own independence. 
57. enjoys being placed in a responsible position. 
73. enjoys baing responsible for many things at one 
time. 
96. is apt to orit1o1ze people 1n authority. 
Aggression 
9. is frank and outspoken in her relationships With 
others. 
10. prefers to express her irritation rather than to 
keep quiet about it. 
Bo. tells others what she thinks of them When they 
annoy her. 
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Abasement 
11. trequentl.7 feels inferior to other people. 
12 • is sometimes depressed by feelings of her tUl'NOrth-
1ness. 
56. doesn't mind being in the background. 
99. blames herself more than others when things go 
1-rrong. 
Play 
lJ. likes to pla;r around -;r1th people Who don't take 
life tor) serious~v. 
14. seeks amusement, off duty, as an antidote !or worry. 
77. faelo quite anY~ous when she is left by herself on 
the 'tt.~rds. 
Affiliation 
15. feels "out of sorts" if she has to be by herself 
. for any length of time. 
16. becomes bound by strong loyalties to her friends. 
62. works best in a friendlT environment. 
53. does her best work in an informal situation. 
Change 
30. likes excitement and change. 
31. frequently starts new jobs without waiting to 
finish What she has been doing. 
43. likes to be the first to start new things. 
Oognizanoe 
39. thinks through her problems 1n her work. 
40. does things only when she fully understands why 
; they are being done. 
55. keeps up to data o~ What is going on. 
Conjunotivity 
21. sticks to a plan of action Which she has decided 
upon. 
28. 1s methodical in her daily life. 
29. is systematic in her behavior. 
45. is conventional in her behavior. 
Deliberation 
32. needs time to sit down and organize her thoughts. 
51. becomes contused When she has too many things on 
her mind at one time. 
81. dislikes being rushed. 
90. becomes disturbed when she has to do many things 
at one time. 
"!"11-o""'io'-~"' li-l· ·~r 
.:J.W. II ··-"'- II.; 
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3. has unaccountable s1nngs of mood, from feeling 
varJ~ happy to f'eeJ.ing dellreGnod. 
92. o:f'ten acts on the spur of the moment without 
stopping to think. 
93• has intense likes and dislikes. 
9l~ .. fl.:.'lus it hard to hide her feelir..gs. 
En. durance 
41. cun wor1c at an arduous task for a long time 
;;:i thout getting t:tred of it. 
42. never leaves a ~ob until it 1s done. 
95. Cf;.n. stand very long periods of ex..":t.aus·tion. 
Eroos:t ·tion 52. 1a able to eXpress her ideas clearly in speaking. 
100. is quite persuasive in her speech. 
Noxavoidance 
83. finds disagreeable sights repelling to her. 
87. finds unpleasant odors nauseate her. 
88. becomes annoyed with people who are alcoholics. 
Nurtttra.noe 
22. is eusily moved by the misfortunes o! othe~ people. 
23. feels the needs of others almost as if they were 
her own. 
24. is able to forget herself in caring for others. 
59. listens attentively to other people's ,roblems. 
10. likes having people dependent on her. 
Placidity 
36. is cal~ and placid most of the time. 
37. usually' expresses herself with caution and restraint. 
:;e. rarely gets angry tri th people • 
Rejection 
17. getc annorad when people take up her time. 
18. likes to work by herself. 
58. goes hor olm way regardless of the opinions of 
others. 
82. enjoys sitting dow~ and talking to patients. 
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Sa~eneas 
50. becones disturb~<\ when her daily routines are 
disrupted by unexpected events. 
86. likes a well-ordered vraj of life wtth regular hours 
and an established routine. 
89.. is a creature of hab1 t. 
91. ge&lerally goes about her work in the ss.me "flay .. 
Similance 
33. e:~ts so htvol vad w1 th her patients tlu:t.t she feels 
like crying when she sees them crying. 
34-. f.~ols for her patients and as a result finds that 
tears come to her eyes rather easily. 
35. f~els other peonle's failures as if they were her 
own. 
sucoora.nce 
?0. feels vaguelY' 1nseoure 'W'he.t she has to act on her 
own responsibility. 
21. becomes rather ea~ily disoou~nged whe~ things go 
wrong. 
65, likes to share t~e res~onsib1l1ty if there is 
danger of anything going wrong. 
84. seldom. complains about her problems. 
Inner 
4. 
54. 
61. 
66. 
67. 
74. 
75. 
Direction 
is happy in her work regardless of the opinions 
or her friends. 
is guided in her conduct by certain principles 
which she ha.s e.ooepted. 
works best independently and on her own. 
o~rri~s a strict ooneoienee about with her 
wherever she goes. 
has a strong sense of responsibility about her 
duties. 
often feelc guilty about things she nw,y have done 
or left undone. 
does what she feele is right regardless of the 
opinion of the group. 
feels very guilty tf'hen she h.as made a. m1ste.ke. 
avoids irresponsible pleasure seekers. 
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Other Direction 
19. wo.nts -yeople to e.p!lrec1ate tho r,..;or1~ thnt she does. 
2~)., is J.'!)lc "!;o evnlun.tc her\Jelf in teras of othc:cu' 
reaot1ons to her. 
26. lilres to be a Part of the gl."'oup. 
4J~. aeoeute the s~~d~~ds of the group as her o~rn. 
46 • hc .. c feelings of 6-uil "t when }Jhe doen:n • -t do tihn t 
is exneeted of her. 
l~G. generally feels a.nxioun about gettinG !:i.lonc well 
With others. 
60. has an Gasygoinc; utti tude to,,rarcl lifo. 
72. gets along well vnth people regardless of how she 
feels about therJ. 
APPENDIX 0 
TABLE 1 
STUDENT RESPONSES TO ROLE ATTRIBUTES INSTRUMENT 
OHI SQUARES FOR INTER-GROUPS AND INTRA-GROUPS 
Samg1e 
D 8 
Bl 21 ~ B1&~2 Item B2 39 Yes No Na X 
1. D 26 22 
Bl 4 17 6.33* 1.85 
B2 14 25 
2. D 5 43 
Bl 6 15 .41 1.48 
B2 6 33 
3. D 21 27 
B1 l 20 3.o4 8.81** 
B2 16 23 
4. D 43 5 
B1 15 6 1.32 2.24 
B2 34 5 
5. D 42 6 
Bl 14 7 3.44 .57 
B2 29 9 1 
6. D 40 8 
Bl 13 8 2.o4 1.52 
B2 30 9 
7. D 31 17 
B1 16 5 .10 2.88 
B2 21 18 
a. D 33 15 
B1 11 10 .17 2.26 
B2 28 ll 
* -
.05 per oent level of s1gn1f1canoe D Diploma 
** -
.01 per oent level of significance B Baccalaureate 
*** -
.ool per cent level of s1gn1t1cance Bl University 
NA - No answer B2 Oolleg1a.te 
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I TABLE l contteued 
samEla 
D 8 
Bl 21 D&:! B1&~2 Item B2 39 Yes No NA X X 
9. D 14 34 
Bl 11 10 1.80 1.53 
B2 14 25 
10. D 24 24 
Bl 11 10 ,12 .42 
B2 17 22 
I 
I u. D 12 36 :Bl 3 18 .34 1.04 
I 
B2 10 29 
12. D 18 30 
I Bl 11 10 5.40* .63 B2 25 14 I 
,~ 13. D 6 42 
II 
B1 2 19 .02 .41 
1! 
B2 6 33 
14. D 36 12 I I 
I Bl 11 10 1.01 2.74 
:82 28 10 1 
15. D 13 35 
:S1 l 20 8.37** .19 
B2 3 36 
16. D 37 11 
:Bl 12 9 .68 2.54 
:S2 30 9 
17. D 10 38 
:Bl 3 18 1.08 .03 
B2 5 34 
18. D 9 39 
B1 6 15 4.19* ·91 
B2 16 23 
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TABLE 1 continued 
Sample 
D 48 
Bl 21 ~~ B1&~2 Item B2 39 Yes Wo HA X 
19~ D 43 5 
Bl 17 4 .• so .42 
B2 34 5 
20. D 15 33 
B1 11 10 ,.86* .07 
B2 19 20 
21. D 7 41 
Bl 2 19 2.92 5.63* 
B2 15 24 
22. D 34 14 
Bl 12 9 .• 04 }.36 
B2 31 8 
23. D 37 11 
B1 13 8 .64 10.68** 
B2 37 2 
24. D 45 3 
B1 14 7 2.74 6.46* 
B2 36 3 
25. D 45 3 
B1 20 1 .17 .54 
B2 35 4 
26. D 46 2 
B1 21 0 .os 1.06 
B2 37 2 
2"(. D 41 7 
B1 20 1 .• 27 3.98* 
B2 29 10 
28. D 30 18 
Bl 13 8 .20 .33 
B2 27 12 
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TABLE 1 continued 
Sangle 
D 8 
B1 21 D&B B1&B2 
·• Item B2 39 Yes No NA x2 :x:2 
29. D 37 11 
Bl 12 9 1.89 .86 
B2 27 12 
30. D 46 2 
Bl 20 1 .os .27 
B2 38 1 
31. D 5 43 
B1 1 20 .04 1.49 
B2 6 33 
32. D 22 26 
Bl 17 4 10.49** .39 
B2 28 10 1 
33. D 3 45 
B1 2 19 1.93 .76 
B2 7 32 
34. D 8 40 
Bl 6 15 4.80* .70 
B2 15 23 1 
35. D 13 35 
B1 3 18 .21 1.48 
B2 11 28 
36. D 37 11 
B1 14 7 1.87 .o4 
B2 25 14 
37. D 39 9 
B1 15 6 .94 .o6 
B2 29 10 
38. D 37 11 
Bl 15 6 .41 .oo 
B2 28 11 
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TABLE l o9nt\nue~ 
SamKle 
D 8 
Bl 21 D&~ B1&~2 
'Item B2 39 Yes No NA X X 
39. D 4:; 5 
Bl 21 0 .49 4.63* 
B2 35 4 
4o. D 32 16 
B1 16 5 3.20 .65 
B2 33 6 
41. D 32 16 
Bl 14 7 .o:; .o4 
:B2 27 12 
42. D 41 7 
B1 19 2 .o:; .41 
B2 33 6 
43. D 32 16 
Bl 14 7 .37 .75 
B2 22 16 l 
44. D 28 20 
B1 5 16 8.77** .60 
B2 13 26 
45. D 40 8 
Bl 14 7 2.04 .40 
B2 29 10 
46. D 45 3 
B1 18 3 1.46 2.52 
B2 34 5 
47. D 48 0 
Bl 20 1 1.6:; .24 
B2 38 l 
48. D 22 26 
B1 8 13 .62 .oo 
B2 15 24 
;L i; 
U2 
~ 
; ~ 
TABL.E l oont1nued 
Sam~le 
D 8 
Bl 21 ~ Bl&:~2 Item B2 39 Yes No ~TA X 
49. D 38 10 
:Bl 20 1 6.31* .oo 
B2 37 2 
so. D 13 35 
:Bl 3 18 ·15 .66 
B2 9 30 
51. D 12 36 
Bl 4 17 ·32 1.85 
B2 14 25 
52. D 41 7 
B1 21 0 .47 :;.68 
B2 32 6 1 
53. D 38 10 
Bl 15 6 .6:; 4.67* 
B2 36 3 
54. D 48 0 
Bl 21 0 .oo .oo 
B2 39 0 
55. D 42 6 
Bl 21 0 1.09 4.63* 
:82 35 4 
56. D 31 17 
Bl 14 7 .6o .40 
B2 29 10 
57· D 46 2 
B1 21 0 .os 1.07 
B2 37 2 
58. D 19 29 
B1 4 17 .45 2.97 
:82 16 23 
.ti H ,. 
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TABLE 1 continued 
Sam~1e 
D 8 
D1 21 D&~ Bl&~2 
. Item B2 39 Yes No NA ~ X ..... 
69. D 48 0 
Bl 21 0 1.63 1.07 
B2 37 2 
70. D 27 21 
Bl ll 10 8.60** 9 .. 21** 
B2 6 33 
71. D 22 26 
Bl 10 11 
·07 .01 
B2 19 20 
72. D 41~ lt. 
Bl 16 5 4.32* .oo 
B2 30 9 
73. D 38 10 
:81 10 11 15.43*** .70 
B2 15 24 
74. D 41 7 
:Bl 16 5 2.91 .34 
B2 27 12 
75. D 31 17 
Bl 14 7 4.06* 4.86* 
B2 35 4 
76. D 35 13 
Bl 15 6 .27 .14 
B2 26 13 
77. D 13 35 
Bl 5 16 1 .. 35 .92 
B2 14 25 
78. D 29 19 
Bl 12 9 .22 1.88 
B2 21 17 1 
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TABLE 1 continqed 
s~~e 
B1 21 ~ Bl&B2 Item B2 39 Yes No NA x2 
., 79. D 23 25 
Bl 7 14 .31 5.19* 
B2 25 14 
so. D 3 45 
Bl 8 13 7.66** 2.16 
:S2 8 31 
81. D 29 19 
B1 14 7 3.31 1.81 
B2 32 7 
82. D 44 4 
:81 20 l 1.26 .24 
B2 38 1 
83. D 4 44 
Bl 3 18 1.64 .12 
B2 7 32 
84. D 23 25 
:B1 13 8 3.19 .14 
B2 26 13 
85. D 43 5 
B1 18 3 .o4 .22 
B2 35 4 
86. D 23 25 
B1 18 3 3.18 6.09* 
B2 21 18 
87. D 6 42 
Bl 4 17 2.,66 .61 
B2 11 28 
88. D 3 45 
B1 1 20 1.56 1.89 
B2 0 39 
samr1e 
D 8 
B1 21 
Item B2 39 Yes 
89. D 3 
B1 4 
B2 7 
90. D 17 
B1 5 
B2 18 
91. D 40 
B1 12 
B2 22 
92. D 6 
B1 1 
B2 8 
93. D 19 
Bl 6 
B2 18 
94· D 9 
:Bl 4 
B2 10 
95. D 35 
131 15 
B2 22 
96. D 12 
B1 5 
B2 12 
97. D 31 
Bl 15 
B2 32 
98. D ll 
Bl 4 
B2 6 
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TABLE 1 continued 
D&:B 
No NA x2 
45 
17 3.45 
32 
31 
16 .o5 
21 
8 
9 8.61** 
17 
42 
20 .14 
31 
29 
15 .oo 
21 
39 
17 .33 
29 
13 
6 l·a50 
17 
36 
16 .15 
27 
17 
6 .23 
7 
37 
17 .67 
33 
B1&B2 
x2 
.o1 
2.88 
.oo 
3.94* 
1.66 
.33 
1.30 
.32 
.• 93 
.13 
., 
n 
:: 
s~~e 
Bl 21 
Item B2 39 Yes 
99. D 32 
Bl 6 
:B2 21 
. 100,. D 33 
Bl 17 
B2 31 
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~ABLE l contiyued 
No NA D~ X 
16 
15 5.05* 
18 
15 
4 1.80 
8 
Bl&B2 
x2 
3.49 
.02 
;; 
i 
ii 
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TABLE 2 APPENDIX 0 
STUDElifT RESPONSES TO RELATIONSHIP INSTRffiJIENT 
CHI SQUARES FOR INTER-GROUPS .L~D INTRA-GROUPS 
Sample 
D 48 Should Should 
Bl 21 Be Not Be D&~ Bl&J32 Item J32 39 Obliged Obliged NA X 
1. D 48 0 
Bl 17 4 3.33 2.94 
B2 39 0 
2. D 48 0 
Bl 17 4 3.70 1.71 
B2 39 0 
3. D 47 1 
Bl 13 8 5.91* 5.20* 
132 34 5 
4. D 45 3 
B1 16 5 1.46 3.07 
B2 36 3 
s. D 45 3 
Bl 17 4 .57 2.94 
B2 37 2 
6. D 42 6 
:Sl 18 3 .02 .22 
B2 35 4 
7. D 33 15 
B1 0 21 13.20*** 16.15*** 
B2 20 19 
8. D 12 36 
B1 0 21 7.40** 2.31 
D2 4 35 
9. D 38 10 
Bl 14 7 5.30* .92 
B2 21 18 
* -
.05 per oent level of significance D Diploma 
** -
.01 per oent level of significance B Baccalaureate 
*** ... .001 per cent level of sign1f1oance Bl University NA No anslter B2 Oollegiate 
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TABLE 2 continued 
Sample 
D 48 Should Should 
Bl 21 Be Not Be 
Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged lA. 
10. D 33 15 
Bl 8 12 1 
B2 24 15 
11. D 32 16 
Bl 4 16 1 
B2 15 24 
12 D 10 38 
:81 7 14 
B2 8 31 
13. D 21 27 
B1 13 8 
B2 16 23 
14. D 48 0 
Bl 17 4 
B2 38 1 
15. D 44 4 
Bl 19 2 
B2 37 2 
16. D 48 0 
B1 20 1 
B2 35 4 
17. D 46 2 
Bl 20 1 
B2 38 1 
18. D 47 1 
B1 18 3 
B2 38 1 
19. D 47 1 
B1 19 2 
B2 39 0 
:o&~ 
X 
2.21 
11.60*** 
.26 
.23 
2.18 
.11 
4,19* 
5.18* 
1.26 
.15 
Bl~2 
X 
2.46 
2.07 
1.20 
2.38 
4.86* 
.oo 
.54 
.24 
.94 
4.01* 
,• 
' 
i 
II 
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TABLE 2 continued 
s~~e Should Should 
:Bl 21 Be Not Be D&~ Bl&~2 Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged :BA X X 
20. D l 47 
131 6 14 1 11.36*** 1.85 
B2 9 30 
21. D 36 12 
B1 7 13 1 12.65-lfH .41 
B2 17 22 
22. D 14 34 
B1 9 12 9.16** 3.18 
132 26 13 
23. D 4 44 
131 0 21 .33 4.26* 
B2 1 32 
24. D 4 44 
Bl 0 21 5.33* .oo 
:S2 0 36 1 
' 25. D 20 28 
Bl 7 14 1.16 .o4 
B2 12 27 
26. D 48 0 
Bl 18 3 2.48 5.87* 
B2 39 0 
27. D 36 12 
Bl 13 8 1.80 .10 
B2 23 16 
28. D 47 l 
Bl 17 4 1.99 4.86* 
B2 38 l 
29. D 48 0 
Bl 20 1 
·19 1.89 
B2 39 0 
i 
~; 
,, 
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~~ 
TABLE 2 .2,9..;1.:t~~"tteJ. 
Samila 
D 8 Should Should 
:Sl 21 Be :lot Be ~ :81&~2 Item :82 39 Obliged Obliged IU. X 
30. D 38 10 
Bl 16 5 .o1 .10 
132 31 8 
31. D 46 2 
:Bl 20 l .os .24 
B2 38 l 
32. ' D 32 16 
Bl 5 16 6.6.9** 4.24* 
B2 20 19 
33. D 43 5 
Bl 18 3 .49 .94 
132 38 1 
34. ' D 38 10 
Bl 20 l 8.2-8** .24 
B2 38 l 
35 •. D 30 18 
Bl 0 21 14 alO·tH!-* ll. 75*** 
B2 16 23 
36. ' D 4 44 
131 0 21 .49 1.70 
B2 3 36 
37. ' D 47 l 
:Bl 20 l 1.99 .54 
B2 35 4 
38. D 4 44 
Bl 2 19 .33 .15 
B2 5 34 
39 •. D 39 9 
Bl 19 2 1.06 .15 
B2 34 5 
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TABLE 2 continued 
-
Sa.m{1e 
D 8 Should Should 
:Bl 21 Be Not Be ~ :Bl&~2 Ite:n B2 39 Obliged Obliged lfA X 
40, D 45 3 
B1 19 2 .17 .o6 
B2 36 
' 41. D 29 19 
:Bl 7 13 1 .41 3.86* 
:82 25 14 
42. D 46 2 
:Bl 15 6 3.47 4.67* 
J32 36 3 
43. D 41 7 
Bl 20 l 3.37 .oo 
B2 Yl 2 
44. D 45 3 
B1 18 3 4.22* .66 
B2 30 9 
45. D 37 11 
B1 16 5 3.35 6.85** 
:B2 38 l 
46. D 17 31 
Bl 12 9 .02 5.83* 
B2 10 29 
47. D 33 15 
Bl 15 6 .27 .o6 
B2 29 10 
48. D 37 11 
Bl 17 4 .07 .61 
B2 28 11 
49. D 11 37 
Bl 4 17 3.35 2.94 
B2 2 37 
I' 
~-
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TABLE 2 ognl1nped 
SamEle 
D 8 Should Should 
Bl 21 Be Bot Be ~ :Bl&~2 Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged NA X 
so. D 44 4 
Bl 16 5 ;.sa .10 
B2 31 8 
51. D 43 5 
B1 14 7 2.43 2,64 
B2 33 6 
52. D 46 2 
B1 18 l 1.96 .22 B2 35 
53. D l 47 
Bl 0 21 1.29 .oo 
B2 0 39 
54. D 47 l 
Bl 20 l 1.26 1.24 
:B2 36 3 
55. D 48 0 
Bl 20 1 1.6:; .24 
B2 38 1 
56. D 29 19 
Bl 6 15 5.21* 1.24 
B2 17 22 
57. D 48 0 
Bl 19 2 1.6:; 4.01* 
B2 39 0 
58. D 45 3 
Bl 8 13 18.68*** 4.54* 
B2 26 13 
59. D 48 0 
Bl 17 4 7.86** .42 
B2 34 5 
,, 
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TABLE 2 qgnl~u2a 
S~le D 8 Should Should 
Bl 21 Be Not Be ~ :Bl&~2 Item B2 39 Obliged Ob11gecl !lA X X 
6o. D 41 7 };1 10 11 4.27* 6.41* 
B2 31 8 
61. D 44 4 
Bl 14 7 3.58 2.64 
132 33 6 
62. D 27 21 
:Sl 8 13 4.88* .14 
132 13 26 
63. D 19 29 
Bl 7 14 8.40** 8.52** 
B2 2 37 
64. D 7 41 
B1 1 20 4.42* .22 
B2 l 38 
65. D 3 45 
Bl 1 20 4.22* 4.69* 
:B2 11 28 
66. D 19 29 
B1 6 15 .10 .91 
B2 16 23 
67. D 37 11 
B1 17 4 .07 .61 
:B2 28 11 
68. D 37 11 
Bl 6 15 28.98*** .22 
B2 9 30 
69. D 26 22 
:B1 8 13 1.10 .36 
B2 18 21 
" ; l, 
' 
;: 
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!l 
TABLE 2 pop.ttnued 
samgle 
D 8 Should Should 
Bl 21 Be Not Be D&~ Bl&B2 Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged B'A. X x2 
70. D 47 l 
Bl 20 l .o:; 1.89 
B2 39 0 
71. D 29 19 
Bl 7 14 15.86*** 1.82 
B2 1 32 
72. D 47 1 
B1 21 0 1.29 .oo 
B2 39 0 
73. D 44 4 
Bl 16 5 1.13 1.97 
B2 35 4 
74. D 40 8 
B1 17 4 .os .ol 
B2 32 7 
75. D :;4 14 
Bl 7 14 1.79 8.31** 
B2 28 11 
76. D 46 2 
B1 16 i 3.47 1.97 B2 35 
77. D 39 9 
B1 11 10 7.42** .24 
B2 23 16 
78. D :;a 10 
Bl 20 1 1.66 1.49 
:B2 :;:; 6 
79. D 19 29 
B1 16 5 12.50*** .14 
B2 28 11 
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TABLE 2 ogstt;ued 
Samile 
D 8 Should Should 
:Bl 21 Be Not Be D~ Bl&i2 Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged N'A X X 
ao. D 5 43 
Bl l~ 8 8.83** 10.28*** B2 31 
81. D :;a 10 
:Bl 20 l 3.45 .54 
:B2 35 4 
82. D 44 4 
Bl 20 l 2.87 4.69* 
B2 28 ll 
83. D 19 29 
Bl 10 11 .55 .01 
132 18 21 
84. D 37 11 
Bl 18 ., .69 .13 
:B2 32 1 
85. D 43 5 
B1 20 l 2.21 .24 
B2 38 l 
86. D 48 0 
Bl 20 1 1.6:; .24 
B2 38 1 
87. D 46 2 
Bl 21 0 2.54 .oo 
B2 39 0 
88. D 45 3 
B1 18 3 .oa 5.87* 
B2 39 0 
89. D 48 0 
Bl 20 1 
·19 1.-89 
B2 39 0 
1?.7 
g 
TABLE 2 oo;;~1nued 
Sa.mE1e 
D 8 Should Should 
B1 21 Be Not Be D~ Bl&~2 Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged N.A X X 
90. D 46 2 
B1 21 0 .os 1.07 
:82 37 2 
91. D 48 0 
:Bl 21 0 .oo .oo 
:82 39 0 
92~ D 47 1 
:Bl 20 1 .o::; 1.89 
:82 39 0 
93. :0 48 0 
Bl 21 0 .oo .oo 
J32 39 0 
94. D 48 0 
Bl 21 0 .oo .oo 
B2 39 0 
95. D 7 41 
Bl 0 21 .09 6.46* 
B2 10 29 
96. D 48 0 
Bl 21 0 .oo .oo 
B2 39 0 
97. D 47 l 
Bl 21 0 1.29 .oo 
B2 39 0 
98., D 35 13 
Bl 19 2 6.75** .o6 
B2 36 3 
99. D 38 10 
Bl 14 7 1.59 .04 
B2 27 12 
~ t 
,, 
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TABLE 2 ognttnued 
sam~le 
D 8 Should Should 
:Bl 21 :Be Not Be D~ BJ.,2 Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged NA X 
. 100. D 38 10 
:B1 15 6 1.59 .. 14 
132 26 13 
101 .. D 46 2 
Bl 17 4 .76 4.86* 
B2 38 1 
102. D 2 46 
B1 1 20 .os .22 
D2 1 38 
. 103. D 46 2 
Bl 14 7 2 .. 66 11.18*** 
B2 :;a 1 
lo4. D 28 20 
Bl 14 7 .12 1.78 
B2 19 20 
105 •. D 0 48 
Bl 0 21 3 .. 25 2.31 
B2 4 35 
; 106. D 43 5 
Bl 18 3 ... 4g .. 94 
D2 38 1 
107. D 45 3 
Bl 17 4 .49 2.94 
B2 37 2 
108. D 22 26 
Bl 4 17 6,..08* .:;:; 
B2 10 29 
109. D 26 22 
Bl 8 13 5.56* •. 6o 
B2 11 28 
I ;; 
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TABLE 2 ,O..Q.l~t.\A'Ml.c! 
Sruuple 
D 48 Should Should 
Bl 21 Be Not Be D&~ Bl&~2 Item B2 39 Obliged Obliged NA X X 
110. D 11 36 l 
Bl :; 18 .10 l.o4 
B2 10 29 
lll. D 41 6 1 
Bl 17 4 .03 1.71 
B2 36 3 
112. D 44 :.; 1 
Bl 19 2 ·55 4.01·• 
B2 39 0 
113. D 28 19 1 
Bl 15 6 2.90 .22 
B2 30 9 
114, D 30 17 1 
Bl 14 7 .34 .92 
B2 21 18 
115. D 40 7 l 
Bl 14 7 2.16 .73 
B2 :;o 9 
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APPEliDIX D 
TABLE 3 
SIGNI?IOANT ITEMS DAS~ OW STUDENT n~SPONSE~ 
ROLJ~ A'1'TRI13UTES INS'rUUHENT 
:1. >.) ... Hftl'\l'll'\1 
Items D&B Bl.&.B2 I1:a :UU_ 'R'l.ti'B~ 
-
J .• 
* •• 4::. >• 
,.,,. .. '1 
• 
'··· '• ~ .. 
'• •• >. ~ ,. 
Jt. 4 •• 
'• 
~ : . 
~-- . 4 •• 
'·· 
~ ba. 1t9 
... 
., )a 
:. • A )a 
'a .. I. • 
... I. ,. 
... 
*" 
l. 
'• • 
... 
" '• 
.. I .. 
:a • c :. 
'.a. ': '• • 
'• • 
.. 
•• 
.•. tt .. . .. • 
~- I '• 
... .... ~ • 
~- • '58. 
Ia I. r. 
'• '• • 
... • .a 
•• ~. 
~ .. Ia 
'• •• 
... Ia 
:. -~ ~-
"'J Ia • , 
~- • '• 
* • o.os level ot a1gn1t1oance 
** - o.ol level of a1gn1t1oanoe 
*** • o.ool level of a1gn1t1oanoe 
I"EtJftS D&B Bl&Il2 
« >~·· 
,. 
** ** 
•• 
:._ 
"' 
•• 
....... 
r.ii~. • 
·c •• I I 
I& 
• 
'·• 
Ia :; 
Ia 
** •• 
: . 
~ .. 
•• 
, . 
'• 
.,. 
• 
• • 
'• 
'• ( 
.  tHt 
c ~- • 
• Ia ( 
'a 
II la 
• • 
• 
Ia 
~ Ia • 
].( 
'• 
" 
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TABLE 4 
SIGNIFICANT ITEMS BASED ON STUDENT RESPONSES 
RELATIONSHIP IISTRUXEBT 
School Schoo~ school 
Items D&B B~&:B2 It ms DO BJ.&:B2 
.. A 
'• ,_ I. .. • 
'• 
it • I. :. ... 
"·· 
~ 
•• 
''• 
~ 
•• • 
1a, ~ ~' ,. ~~ 
• 
.... 
*** 
4 >• • 
j '• ... ~ .. 
'• * 
~ .. 
... ~ ,. 
.. 
*** 
I 
'• ~- ' •• 
.. 
'• 
I :• 
L.l•• 
* ' •• 
-' lio ' •• 
' ,. • " 
,. 
.. '. ' ) . • 
'• ' • 
... 
'• * 
a: 
'• 
... • 
'· 
.... s; 
'• 
...... 
?. .. ... 
'• • • ,. ~.;, .. 
••• 
)' '• • ): :. • 
~~~. ... 
'• 
_1!'1' 
.. ~ 
~s;. )4. 
* 
2l)io • )5~ • • 
2' • h 
2 ,. • • 2C 
• • 
tHHt 
.. .. 
•• 
• '• 
'• ** • .. 
..... 
.. .. :. 
, i~ •• .. 
'• 
·~- ... ........ 'I. .• Jt) ... ., Iii ... 
"l 
• '• , 
)a • .. 
J. )a 
• - o.os level or s1gn1:f'1oance 
** - o.ol level of s1gnif1oance 
*** - 0.001 level of significance 
Items ~lt -~a 
•q. fi'''"' 
). ... .. ..... 
•• 
~. ... 
>· 
14. 
l'h_ 
'• 
-• 
• • " 
'• 5 
'• ( 
•• 
c )II' 
4 Ia 
l PJ.~ • 
4 '~L. •. • 
c 
• 
c 
-• 
4tl t• ... 
414 '• 
L~ .. 
.. • 
:a 
r '•· 
..... 
).fi • 
~r: t..._ 
> • 
.  
• 
'It 
'• * 
.( '• 
• • 
). 'It 
'• L-' .• 
_.,. 
ii il 
